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PREFACE. 

This volume· continues the publication of data collected by the Malaria 
Bureau, and contains a record of the observations made during the last three 
years on the distribution of anophelines . 

. The first report is concerned with tlie distribution of anophelines in a 
localised area, and is followed by summaries of the results obtained during the 
last three years, first on the subject of distribution in general, and secondly on 
the species of anophelines that were found in domestic receptacles of water. 
The second report deals with an outbreak,. of malaria at the mouth of a river 
and the distribution of anophelines in relation thereto; it is followed by notes 
on the distribution of anophelines in mangrove. 

It is relevant to note here that a new method for studying distribution has 
been introduced in this volume. The method is described on page 7, and the 
results of its application to the data collected during the last three years are 
summarised on page 23. It is hoped that this method will produce wider and 
more useful results than the methods generally used at present. 

Certain alterations in the names of the species have become necessary since 
the first volume was issued in November, 1919. These are described on page I, 

and should be studied before the reports are read. It is necessary to use ~hes~ 
new names in order that the records may be uniform and comparable with the 
records of workers in other countries, but the disappearance of such familiar 
terms as "rossi" and "sinensis" is regrettable and 'Y'ill probably cause sofi:le 
confusion until the new names become familiar. · 

During my absence on leave the work of the Bureau is being carried on 
single-handed by Dr. W. A. Lamborn. I hope th-at his observations will be 
published in a. future volume. The present volume, however, I am solely' 
responsible for. 

The material for this publication was prepared while I was enjoying the 
hospitality of the Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine, and every facility 
was placed freely at my disposal by the staff of that Institution. I am also 
much indebted to Dr. G. A. K. Marshall and Mr. F. W. Edwards, of the 
British Museum, for help and advice on several occasions. 

LoxnoN, 
H. P. HACKER. 

November, I 920. 
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NOTES TQ PREFACE. 

+ 
·In view of the detailed natu:~:~"~e tables of contents and synopses of 

t~e reports _it has been considered thatJ\an index to this volume is_ superfluous. 

· ... The experiments on the mode of action of oil, which were mentioned on 
page 6o of Volume 1., have not yet b .n completed. The publication of their 
results has, therefore, been deferred to 1a later volume. 

. I 
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CHANGES IN N0~1ENCLATURE OF SPECIES. · 

The ,·ariety of A .. n'ssi, which is the conuuon one in the Malay States, and 
which was previously called A. rossi var. indcfwitus, has been shown (1) to be the 
species described as A. vagus by Donitz in 1902. The latter name will be used there
fore in this volume and in future reports. 

The Inclian type, previously f'alkcl tl. rossi (Giles), has been regarded by 
Eclw~rds (2) as iJentical with the A. subpictus of Grassi. In the Malay States there 
is a variety with a larva that differs from that of A. vagus, and resembles the larva 
of the Indian type. The adult hatching from this kind of larva has a distal black 
hand on the female palps, which tends to be broader than the corresponding band of 

• A. 7'agus. This variety was called A. rossi (Giles) in the first volume. but Edwards 
has examinecl some of the spl'cimens and mnsiclers that they cnnnot prop<>rly he called 
,1, subpictus (rossi, Giles), first, because the black hand is not sufficiently broad, and, 
~Pcomlly, hef'nuse it is not sufficiently uniform in the different. specimens. 
narher, who first differentiated (3) this type in the Malay States, showed these 
two facts in a long series of measurements of the palpal bands, and also suggested that 
owing to the difference in habitat the type might not be the same as the Indian form. 
The obser\'ations of Barber on .its breeding places are co~flrmed by the evidence 
brought forward in this volume. and the variety has therefore been distinguished from 
the Indian form by cal~ing it-in accordance with a suggestion from Mr. Edwards
.1. subpiclus .var. malayensis. 

. . 
Spef'imens which were i<lentified as the .4.. ltunteri of Strickland have been 

rxamint><l by Eclwards, ancl he lincls that they mrrespond with Leict>ster's·specimens of 
:1. separalus, although tlwy do not agree exactly with his description. The latter name 
has therefore been applied to these specimens. 

1\[r, Edwards has also shown reasons (4) for altering the name of A. sfnensis to 
A. ltyrcanus, and accordingly the latter name has been used in this volume. 

Thcse alterations may be summarised as follows for easy reference:

A .. rossi var. indefinitus (Ludlow) becomes A. vagus (Donitz). 

A. rossi (Giles) becomes A. subpictus (Grassi). 

Variety wrongly called A. rossi (Giles) in the first volume becomes A. suh
pictus var. malayensis, nov . 

. 4. lumtcri (Stricklancl) becomes A. separatus (Leicester). 

A. simnsis (Wie<lemann) beromes .~. ltyrcanus (Pallas). 

(
1
) Swellt~n~:rehe!, ~.II., and ~wellengrehel....:de Graaf, J.~I.H., 1920. Bull. Entom. Res., Vol. XI., p. 89. 

.. Se~ al~o.Chnstopht•rs, S. R., 1916. Ind. Journ. !\led. Res., Vol. III., p. 477· 
r;.J Edwar<ls, f. W., 1920. Jlull. En tom. Res., \"ol. X., Pt. II., p. 129. · 
1·) I?arher, ~1. _A., 1917. l'hilippinc Journ. Science, Vol. XII[, Sect. B., pp. 1-46. 
(') Ldwards, t. \\'., tozo. llull. Entom. Res., \'ol. X., Pt. II., p. 12q. 



REPORT I. 

ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANOPHELINES IN THE 
BRICKFIELDS ROAD AREA OF KUALA LUMPUR, NOVEMBER, 1917. 

. SYNOPSIS. 

I.-Reason for the investigation. 

2.-Date of the mosquito survey. 

3.-Number .of observations-the basis of the report. 

4.-Species of anophelines found. 

5.-Description of the area examined. 

6.-Typical breeding places of the species found. 

7.-A new method for studying the typical distribution of species. 

8.-The grouping of the species found into representative faunae. 

9· -Summary and conclusions. 

IA.-NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATION METHOD AS APPLIED TO A 
LARGER 1\IASS OF DATA, NOVEMBER, 1920. 

SYNOPSIS. 

x.-Amount of data available for calculating association values. 

2.-Association values of the various species . 

.3.-Summary and conclusions. 

lB.-NOTES ON ARTIFICIAL RECEPTACLES OF WATER AS 
BREEDING PLACES FOR ANOPHELINES, NOVEMBER, 1920. 
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SYNOPSIS, 

I.-Problem stated. 

2.-Gbservations. 

3.-Discussion of observations. 

4.-Conclusions. 
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REPORT I. 

ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANOPHELINES IN THE 
BRICKFIELDS ROAD AREA OF KUALA LUMPUR, NOVEMBER, 19ti, 

I.-REASON FOR THE INVESTIGATION. 

A request was received fr9m the Executive Engineer, )lalaria Advisory Boan.l, 
for information on the mosquito breeding properties of this swampy area, with a 
view to deciding whether the eradication of the swamps was ad,·isable from the point 
of view of their being a possible source of malarial infection. Moreover, the Medical 
Officer in charge of the General Hospital had reported that a large number of the 
cases of malaria treated at that hospital came from this area, ancf had suggested that a 
mosquito survey of the area might be useful in finding the source from which these 
cases had been infected. 

2.-DATE OF THE MOSQUITO SURVEY. 

The field work was done during· October and November, 1917. During this 
period the weather was on the whole drier than usual, the rainfali for October being 
5·97 inches, and for November 7·13 inches, whereas the average monthly rainfall for 
the whole year was 8·82 inches (1). The rainfall, however, was very unevenly distri
buted, and on two occasions as much as 2·76 inches and 2·56 inches fell in 24 hours. 
These heavy rainfalls caused the flooding of certain parts of the area, and so may 
have altered to oome extent the usual distribution of species. 

J.-NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS-THE BASIS OF THE REPORT. 

The report is based on the examination of 513 breeding places found in the 
area, and on the identification of 5,205 larvae and 779 adults collected from them. 
This total of 5,984 specimens contained representatives of 9 different species. 

After the species'of the larvae had been determined by microscopic examination, 
540 of them developed into adults, a;1d in no case was there a discrepancy between the 
identification of the' adult insect and the previous ~dentification of its larva, although 
8 species out of the 9 found were dealt with. It is submitted that this absence of 
discrepancy shows the accuracy and value of previous work on the identification of 
larvae, since the larval characters used were those described by Stanton (2) and · 
Strickland (3); and, also, that it forms a test of the reliance that may be placed on 
the identification of species throughout this report, in spite of the fact that it is based 
mainly on the examination of larvae and not of adults. 

(1) General Hospital Records. 
(-) Stanton, A. T., 1915. Bull. Entom. Res., Vol. VI., Pt. II., pp. 159·172. el Strickland, C., 1915. Short Key to the Identification of the Larvae of the Common Anopheline 

Mosquitos of the Malay Peninsula, Central Survey Office, Kuala Lumpur, F. M.S. 



IN THE BRICKFIELDS ROAD AREA. 

4.-SPECIES OF ANOPHELINES FoUND. 

The following table shows the species found, together with their · relative 
frequency. 

TABLE A. 

. 
TIMES FouND. TOTAL SrECIMINS FouND. 

Species. ---

Number. 

I 
Percentage, . Number. Petcentage: 

i 
A. barht'rostl'is ... . .. . .. . .. .. 282 I 39·6 2,025 33·8 
A. kyr<"allus 123 I 17•3 335 • s·6 ... ... ... ... ... 

I 
A. l.·odti ... ... ... ... ... ... 129 18·1 902 IS• I.' 

A. vagus ... ... .. . ... ... 106 14•9 2,sii: 42•0 

A. sub pic/us var. malayemis ... ... ... 2 0•3 3 O•OS 

A. lesset/atus ... ... ... . .. . .. 33 4·6 ~13 1•9 . 
A. at"otzilus ... ... ... .. . .. . 16 2•2 56 0•9 

A: juligi11ostls ... ... ... .. . .. . 14 2•0 21 0•4 
A. marulalus ... .... ... ... .. . 8 1•1 IS 0•3 

. .. ' . . . . 
TOTALS ... . .. 713 

I 

100•1% 5.984 t•os% 

It will be seen from the table that the species commonly regarded as the inost 
dangerous, namely, A. maculatus, A. /uliginosus and A .. aconitus, were relatively 
uncommon. It must be realised, however, that, with the e:!(ception of A. tessellatus, 
-about which no records are available, all the spe<:ies .mentioned have been infected 
with malaria; a~d until the 'relative pathogenicity of each species has been determined 
as quantitatirely as possible, the full value of work on distribution of anophelines 
will not be obtained, ' 

Of the· four spe<:ies so predominant that they may be ·regarded as the characteristic . 
species of the neighbourhood, viz:, A. barbirostris, A. hyrcanus, A. lwclli and A. 
~·a gus, as a .rule the two former breed in large reedy pools or ponds, and the two 
latter in small open pools or puddles. ,A great disparity is seen between the 
frequency with which these species were obtained and the number of specimens obtained.: 
thus, the large pool breeders were found in 56·9 per cent. of the breeding places and 
supplied only 39·4 per cent. of the specimens, wherea~ the small pool breeders were 
found only in 33 per cent. of the places, but supplied S7·I per cent. of the specimens. 
The more widely distributed species therefore supplied fewer specimens than the more 
localised species. This suggests that there is a concentration of the less widely 
distributed species in the places which happen to ~e suita~le as breeding places, 
although the fact that it is easier to collect specimens from a small open pool may· 

ZA 



6 DISTRIBUTION OF ANOPHELINES 

have some effect in causing this disparity. Further quantitative field work is called for 
since the extent to which such a concentration may occur has a bearing on all questions 
of distribution, and especially on the importance of isolated breeding places which· 
differ from the general nature of their surroundings. 

S·~:PESCRIPTION OF THE AREA EXAMINED AND ITS ANOPHELINE DISTRIBUTION. 

The area examined is shown on the accompanying plan. It consisted (1) of open 
swampy land lying between the railway line and the river, and for the purpose of 
description has been divided info. r8 districts, each being a small unit having fairly 
definite and uniform characteristics. Each of these districts is marked by a reference 
letter on the plan, and the corresponding Table B shows a short description of each 
district and the details of the species found therein, together with a remark as to 
whether the large pool breeders or the small pool breeders predominated in . the 
district. 

There were open grassy swamps alongside the railway (Districts A, M, 0 and 
P), characterised by the predominance of the small pool breeders, A. lwchi and 
A. vagus. These were the only· species found in the occasional pools amongst the 
houses· of District B and in the Chinese village (District G). In the duck ·ponds 
near the Chinese village (District H) A. vagus was the characteristic,'species. 

· T.re were deeper swamps along the course of the river and in its bends and 
backwaters, for example, Districts Q, R1 S and K. These were characterised by the 
predominance of the large pool breeders, A. 'barbirostris and A. hyrcanus. District D 
was a swamp in the old bed of the river, and District E a deep swamp encircled by 
the original bend in the course of the river and the new straight cut into whir.h the 
stream had been diverted. District N was a wide swampy ravine stretching across the 
area from the railway and draining into a backwater of the river. District J was a 
sw~mp in which filling had been commenced at its upper' and lower ends, leaving a 
swamp in the centre; the dist'ribution of anophelines was more equally balanced here, 
the small pool breeders being found in the filled portion, and the large pool bre~ders 
in the central swamp. 

The districts in which the small pool breeders predominated are coloured yellow 
on the plan, the district~ characterised by large pool breeders are coloured green, and 
the plares at which the accredited carriers of malaria were found are shown by red 
letters. 

It is seen from the plan that A. maculatus was found only in those districts in 
which the, small pool breeders predominated, whereas the other carriers, A. aconitus 
and A. fuliginosus, were closely associated with the large pool breeders. 

(1) Since the date of this survey a large part of the area has been filled in and utilised for railway 
sidings and houses. 
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6.-TYPICAL BREEDING PLACES OF THE SPECIES FOUND. 

Although an experienced collector is able to prophesy . from the nature of the 
breeding place, with some degree of accuracy, what 3pedes will be found th~rein, it 
is quite impossible to classify the characteristics of breeding places so a~ to constitute 
a description of the typical breeding place of each species. Even when the descrip
tions of the 51.3 breeding places de·ait with in this report are analysed and classified, 
complete confusion results as a consequence of the large number of categories to .be 
c0nsidered, many of which will not be found mentioned in each description, and all of 
which will be subject to the error involved in describing characters which cannot be 
exactly me~sured, such as the amount of shade, the amount of 'mud,· or the ra~e 
of flow of water; characters which themselves vary from time to time. Dr. Strickland's 
elaborate attempt to co-ordinate and classify the observations of five years (1} shows 
clearly the limitations of this rriethod as a means for determining the typical breeding 
place of each species, and therefore another method of co-ordinating the· facts relating 
to distribution has been introduced into this survey. 

;.-A NEW METHOD FOR STUDYING THE TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES. 

This method is based on the numerical frequency with which the various. species 
are found together in nature, and thereby shows which species . are most commonly 
found in the same breeding place in association with any given species. The number 
of times a species is found alone, added to the number of times it is found in 
a~sociation in the same breeding place with each of the other species, gives the. total 
number of 11 association units " available for that species. It is necessary for the 
purpose of comparison to express the component parts ot this number as percentages,. 
and it is permissible to do so if the total number of association units, on which this . 
series of percentages is based, is also shown. A conve~ient term for the percentage. 
association of one species with each of the other species is 11 association value." 

The method has the advantage that· it does not depend on personal descriptions 
of individual breeding places, hut is built up quite mechanically from the records of 
the species found in a given number of breeding places. 

The objects for which this method of recording the results has been introduced 
may be enumerated as follows :- • 

(x) If each species has a typical breeding place, then those species found 
most commonly together would form a group or fauna based on a common prefer
ence for a certain type of breeding place. Each fauna could then be' correlated 
to the type of country it inhabits by a knowledge of the usual breeding places of 
its commoner members ; and thus an ecology of the Malayan anophelines could 
be built up. • · 

(I) Unpublished report which can be refmed to at the Bureau. 
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. (2) Any marked inter-association between two species belonging to different 
faunae would indicate that the cause for this inter-association should be looked 
for in the"breeding habits of the two species. 

(3) The association values of a species, based on all previous observations, 
will form a convenient measure of its distribution, and will replace general impres
sions of the usual distribution of that species as a standard with which its rlistribu
tion in a newly investigated area may be compared. The association values of the 
species calculated on the results obtained· from the newly investigated area will 
form a measure of its distribution in that atea, and ran be compared rearlily with 
the standard figures based on all predous obsen·ations. 

If the values for the new area differ markedly from the sta·nda~d figures, 
this fact will indicate that some local condition in the area must be sought for 
as the cause of the difference. (1) 

(4) The association values of a species will show what other species may he 
expected in its breeding place. They may be of use, ·therefore, for estimating 
the probability of dangerous species being present when only a relatively innocuous 
one has been found, but the figures must become very large and must be based 
on a very wide experience before sue~ a use of them would be justified. 

8.-THE GROUPING OF THE SPECIES FOUND INTO REPRESENTATIVE FAUNAE. 

When the association .values are caJculated for the nine species found in the 
present 'survey, three of the species are distinguished from the rest by having the 

. association value for themselves higher than the assOciation \'alue for any other 
species. In other words, they were more frequently found by themselves, while all 
the other species were more often found in association with one of these three species 
than walone. These three species may be regarded, therefore, as types with typical 
breeding places, whe.reas the .others ha\'e not such typical breeding places, but favour 
breeding places similar to one or another of the type species. 

· One of these type species is A. barbirostris, and the following species show a 
higher association value for it than for any other species, viz., A. hyrcanus, A. 
fuliginosus, A. aconitus and A. subpictus var. malayensis. A. barbirostris is usually 
found in large open reedy pools, and therefore this group may be regarded as 
characteristic of such places. 

Another of the types is A. kochi; a species preferring small open grassy pools. 
The fact that the highest association value of A. tessellatus is for A. kocln groups 
these two species together. 

The third type species is A. vagus, which is usually found in open muddy pools, 
and the species with the highest association value for it is A. maculatus. 

(1) The figures from the new area :..m be added in their tum to the previous. figures to form a new 
standard for comparison with new work. The divergence ":hich they showed Will be swa~~d hy the 
greater mass of" normal observations," but such divergence will have some effect on the assoc1atJon values, 
which will then reflect a wider experience. 
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The following table shows the association values of the various species, arranged 
in the groups defined above, and is followed by. remarks on t~e significance of the 
figures for each species in the order shown in the table :-

SPECIES. 

A. barbiroslris ... • .. 
A. hJ•I't'Qili/S ... .. . 

A.jitb~iiiOSUS ... .. . 

A. Mo1zitus ... .. . 
A. subpidm Yar. malaymsis 

260 
159 
27 
25 
4 

A. kochi ... 
A. tessellalu! 

... 146 

... 42 

.A. vagus 
A. maculatus 

... 124 

... 9 

TABLE C. 

.. 
·i ~ ~.~ 
- ~ .~ (i I H .e ~ - ::: 1 :S..t ·~ 

• : .i' .:. ~ i h o/11 -€ I ~ ~ s "'!! 1 
..: ..: ..: ..: • ..: -.: ~ ..: "C 

---;;--;-~ -5-!-1-,--;.; I~-;---;.-
48* 15 4·5 4·5 0 12 5·5 10·5 0 
52* 26 0 7 4 0 0 11 0 
52* 28 8 4 0 4 0 4 0 

! 50* 0 25 0 0 0 0 25 0 

13 13 
9·5 21 

24 14 
o· o 

0 
0 

J 
o I 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
0 

1 
0 

49* 10 
35·5* 31 

14·5 1 
22·2 0 

12 1 
2 0 

39·5*j 3 . 
44-4*1.33·3 

The maximum association value for each sp~ies is marked by an asterisk. 

A: barbirostris.-This is the type species of a group since it occurs most commonly 
by itself (39 per cent.). The fact that it is found usually in large oi>en pools with 
reedy edges, stamps the species grouped with it in the table as belonging to an open 
swamp fauna, preferring large collections of water to breed in. 

Its chief associate is A. lzyrcanus (29 per cent.), and the recognised malaria carriers 
associated with it are A. ·fuliginosus (S·S per cent.) and A. aconitus (5 per cent.). This 
means that having found A. barbirostr~s the chances are about I in ·s! that A. ltyrcanus 
would Le present in the same place, and about I in 20 that either A. fuliginosus or 
.1. aconitus would be present. These probabilities are calculated only on the results 
of the present survey, and are applicable only to the area under investigation. ·When 
the figures become very large and contain results from all kinds of country, it is hoped 
that the probabilities will have a wider application. 

The association values for the small pool breeders, A. vagus (12 per cent.) and 
.4.. kochi (7·5 per cent.), are rather higher than the values which might be expected 
from a general impression of the breeding places of those species. This unexpectedly 
high association is probably due to the flooding of parts of the area referred to 
rJreviously (1), and to the effect of the heavy rainfalls in washing out larvae from small 
pools into the larger swamps. If this is so, these association values will differ 
from those of other areas, and the difference will be due to local conditions in the 

(I) Page+ 
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area at present being studied. When the method is applied universally to a large series 
of. data the effect of . local variations will be overshadowed by the mass of normal 
observations, the figures for each species will form a measure of the usual distribution, 
and so replace general impressions as the standard of what to expect. A case such 
as this would then form a divergence from the usual association values, and thereby 
show that some !ocal condition must be sought for as the cause of d1e divergence. 

Perhaps the moot striking fact in the table is that A. barbirostris and all the 
Plembers of its group show no association with A. macula/us. The method is capable, 
therefore, of expressing the facts that have already been seen in the study of the 
distribution of A. maculatus throughout the various districts of the area. See page 6 
;md the corresponding plan. 

• A. kyrcanus.-lts highest association is with A. barbirostris (-t8 per cent.) ami 
its next highest association is with itself ( 15 per cent.). 

Its value for A. koclti (12 per cent.), the typical small grassy pool breeder, is 
higher. than that. of A. barbirostris for A. koclti, although' the value for A. vagus 
(10·5 per cent.) is about the same in the two species. This tends to confirm a general 
impression that A. lzyrcanus prefers rather smaller collections of water than those used 
by A. baibirostris, although it breeds in very similar places. Its association values for 
the carriers A. fuliginosus (4·5 per cent.) and A. aconitus (4·5 per cent.) are about the 
s~me as those of :A. barbiro~tris for these species. 

A. fuliginosus.-Ir is very closely associated with A. harbirostris (52 per cent.), 
?lnd its next association.value is with A. hyrcanus (26 per cent.). As the table shows, 
A. fuliginosus was never found by itself, and since 78 per cent. of its associations are 
with these .two species it undoubtedly belongs to the open swampy pool fauna. 

A. aconitus.-Its association values are very similar to those of A. fuliginosus, 
So per cen.t. of them being with A. barbirostris and A. hyrcanus. 

A. subpictus var. malayensis.-A!though the figures for this species are small 
~hey show a very typical association. In marked contrast with its close relative 
A. vagus, which prefers small pools, it is usually found in large pools with reedy 
edges. Of its four associations, two are with A. barbirostris (so per cent.) and one 
~ach with A. fuligitzo~us (25 per cent.) and A. vagus (25 per cent.). 

A. koclzi.-A. koclti is the type species of the second group, because it is found 
more commonly (49·1 per cent.) by itrelf than with any other species; and this is 
probably due to its being the species most typical of the small grassy pools which 
it prefers for breeding purposes. It has associations with the swamp breeders, 
A. barhirostris (13 per cent.) and A. lzyrcanus (13 per cent.), and with the other 
typical small pool breeder, A. vagus (12 per cent.). It is associated with A. tessellatus 
(10 per cent.); and was found with A. maculatus (1 per cent.), the species most 
dependent on light open places for breeding in. 

A. tessellatus.-A. tessellatus has its highest association value for A. kocl1i 
(35•5 per cent.), and is therefore grouped with it in this series of observations. But 
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the value for itself is almost as high (31 per cent.}, which indicates that it tends to 
have a breeding place of its o\vn type. This is because it oft~n inhabits pools with 
clecaying leaves in swarrip jungle or secondary growth, a fact that is shown by its ne,·er 
having heen found in association with A. maculatus.(l) 

A. vdgus.-A. vagus is the type of the third group, since its highest association 
,·alue (39·5 per cent.) is for itsel.f. This is probably due to its being the species 
found typically in small muddy pools and puddles. It is associated fairly frequently 
(!4·5 per cent.) with A. kocizi, the small grassy pool breeder. Three per cent. of it~ 
associations are with A. maculatus, and this is because 'some of the pools in which it 
breeds are in ditches and at the foot of banks, and are therefore freshened by the 
seepage of ground-water, which renders the places suitable for A, maculatus. 

A. maculatus.-Its highest association value (44•4 per cent.) is for A. vagus, but 
it is found by itself almost as frequently (33•3 per cent.). This indicates that although 
found in close association with the small muddy pool breeder it has a fairly distinct 
habitat, namely, fresh spring or seepage water. It is also found in association with 
A. kochi (22-2 per cent.), the small grassy pool breeder. In this series of .figures 
,it has no association with any of the large pool breeders,(!) nor with A. tessellatus the 
shade hreeder. 

9.-SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

(a) A method for grouping the species found into representative faunae has been 
introduced, and will he applied to further results as a method for eluCidating problems 
of distribution. 

(b) The most widely distributed species in the area were the large~~ breeders, _ 
A. barbirostris and A._ hyrcanus; and the recognised malaria carriers, A. fuliginosus 
and A. aconitus, although not numerous at the time of examination, have been_ shown 
to be closely associated with these species hy a preference for similar breeding places. 
It is possible, therefore, that. under other ·conditi<?ns the carriers may beco~e. much 
more numerous. 

(c) The small pool breeders, A. vagus and A, koclti; were riot so widely distri- · 
buted, but ~upplied proportionately more specimens. The recognised carrier 
A. maculatus has been shown to occur in the same kind of places as these sp<;eies, 
and in more continuous wet weather would probably be more numerous,: owing to the 
increase in seepage water and small pools in the districts characterised by the pre· 
dominance of small pool breeders. The weather at the time of the examination was 
unfavourable for the breeding of A. macula/us since, in dry weather with occasional 
heavy rainfalls, many of the springs would be dry and those containing water would 
he flushed out by the intermittent heavy rainfalls. 

(J) An adequate cause of the malaria cases admitted to hospital from this area 
has been found therefore, and the reclamation of ·these swamps is justified · as -a 
measure for malaria prevention, apart from other considerations, such as 'the. enhanced 
\'alue of the land and the removal of a large source of general mosquit~ nuisance. 

3 

- (1) But see later re~ults on p. 19. 
[2) But see later results on p. r 5· 
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IA.-NOTES ON THE ASSOCIATION METHOD AS APPLIED TO A 

LARGER 'MASS OF DATA, NOVEMBER, 1920. 

I.-AMOUNT OF D&\.TA AVAILABLE FOR CALCULATING ASSOCIATION VALUES. 

The method of studying the association of species, which was introduced (1) for 
the purpose of dealing with the facts relating to distribution in the report on the 
Brickfields Road Area, has been used for co-ordinating the data obtained by three 
years' collecting. The figures that have accumulated will now be recorded so that 
the general trend of the results may be seen, and that the validity of the method 
may be criticised. 

The data available up to the present is based on the examination of 4,049 breeding 
places and the identification of jg,6o5 specimens. As batches of data became available 
they were plotted on a table which was similar in form to the one on page 9, but 
which was left open, so that at any period the number of times a given species had 
been found in association with each of the. other· spfCies could be seen at a glance. 

The identification of species depended mainly on the examination of larvae, m1d 
there are unfortunately certain pairs of species in which it is impossible to say with 
certainty to which of the two species a given larra belongs, unless it is allowed to 
develop into an adult. These pairs are:-

A. ludloui and A. subpictus var. mala;•ensis . 
.4 .• maculatus and A. kar1i'ari. 
A .. umbrosus an~ A. separatus. 
A. novumbrosus and A. albotaeniatus var. montanus. · 

. . 
. It is .possible, however, by various means, such as by .noting the habitat, or the 

species of adults hatching from neighbouring breeding places, or minor points in 
the structure of. the larva, to say that the larva probably belongs to one of the pair 
rather than to the other • . . 

Therefore, records referring . to any of these species were entered on the table 
in. two columns. A record in which the identification was certain, because it had been 
<.:onfirmed by the hatching of adults, was entered in. one column, while a record in 
which the identification was only probable was entered in the other. In this account 
of the results only the certain records will be us':'d for calculating association values; 
but .the probable series of figures is available, and may be of use in indicating probable 
associations which are not shown in the restricted series of figures. 

Moreover, results of collections made merely to obtain material for examination 
or experiment have been rigidly excluded from the table, and only results based on 
individual breeding places examined in field survey work have been entered. After 
·these reductions ha\'e been made the data remaining for discussion consists of 4,076 

association units. 

(') See page 7· 
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z.-THS ASSOCIATION VALUES OF THE VARIOUS SPECIES. 
; 

When the method is appli~d to this larger mass of data the fact that a species is 
fo~md most commonly alone does not bear the importance given to it in the first descrip
tion. of the method (1). No less than fifteen out of the nineteen species were found 
more commonly by themselves than with any other species (2); so that some other method. 
of grouping must be looked for. 

When the ·commonest associate of each species is studied a grouping appears, and 
three pairs of species are· seen to be closely inter-associated in that each is the 
commonest associate of the other. 

These pairs are :-
A. kocld and A. vagus, 
A. barbirostris and A. ltyrc(mus, 
A. aitkeni and .A. leucospltyrus, 

and each pair forms a centre around which the other species can be grouped in the 
fc)llowing manner :-

GROUP I.-SMALL POOL FAUNA. 

Central pair : A. koclli and A. vaf,US. 

Members: A. maculatus is most often asso~iated with A·. koclti, and as 
A. karwari is most commonly found with A. maculatus, it also comes into this 
group. A. ludlowi is associated with A. vagus. 

GROUP H.-SWAMP FAUNA. 

Central pair: A. barbirostris and A. kyrcanus. 

Members: A. aconitus is mainly associated with A. barbi~ostris, and .4.. 
/uliginosus, A. tessellatus'and A. separatus \vith A. !tyrcanus • • A. umbrosus an"d 
A. subpictus var. malayensis show the same association valu~ for each of the 
rentral members of this group. 

GROUP II I.-JUNGLE FAUNA. 

Central pair : A. aitkmi and A. leucospltyrus. 

Members: A. albotaeniatus var. montanus and A. twvumbrosus show 
A. aitkeni as their chief associate. 

• 
GROUP IV.-SPECIES WITH No Assocr~TioNs. 

Memlxirs: A. aurirostris and A. asiaticus. 

The association values of each member of these groups will now be given and the 
significance of the figures will be discussed. 

(1) See page 8. 
(2) As this may be due to the inclusion of results based on breeding places from which only a few 

larvae were examined, marks ha\·e been made on the table to indicate when 5 or more larvae were 
examined, and when 10 or more were examined. In the future, therefore, a series o£ results will be 
available based only on breeding places from which at least s. or at least 10 lar\·ae, have been examined. 
At present the three series show very similar results, and the total figures based on all examinations have 
been taken. The di~advantage of the other two series is that they show no figures for species commonly 
found sparsely distributed; and the disadvan1age of using the total series of ligures may be readily over· 
come J,y always attempting to obtain at least 10 specimens from each breeding place. 

3-' 
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GROUP I.-SMALL PoOL FAUNA. 

A.. kiJclli.-

; Total number of association units 5H 
· ~ound by itself 279 times or 51·.3 per cent. 

" with A.. vagus 9.3 " " 17•1 " ,, 
" A. l1yrcanus 78 " , 14'3 ·" 

" 
, A. barbirostris ... 30 " " s·s " 

" " 
A. tessellatus 26 

" " 4·8 " 
" " 

A. maculatus 19 " " .3•5 " , 
" 

A. karwari 10 
" " 1·8 " 

" 
, A. aconitus 3 " " 

0·6 
" 

" " 
A. leucosphyrus 3 ;, " 0·6 

" 
" 

., A. aitkeni 2 , 
" 0•4 " ,. 

" 
A. fultginosus ... ... " . 0•2 

" 
Totals 5-H 100•1 , 

· The figures show that A .• kochi has a fairly wide distribution, but 68' 4 per cent. 
Qf the associations are with itself and A. vagus, typical small pool breeders. 

Among the swamp breeders its association with A. ltyrcanus is greater than its 
association with A. barbirostris1 and it has only a low association with jungle breeders. 

tl. ~a gus. 

Total number of association units 8t6 

· Found by itself 514 times 01 63·0 per ceut. 

" with 4· koclu 93 " " II•4 " , 
" 

A. kyrcanus 84 " " 
IO•J 

" , , A. barbirostris 64 " " 7·8 " 
" " 

A. fuliginosus 18 
" " 

2•2 
" 

" " 
A. maculatus IS " " 1•8 " , 

" 
A. karwari IO " " 

1•2 
" ., , A. aconitus 6 " " 0•7 " 

" " 
. A. tessellatus 5 " 

, 0•6 " 
" " 

A .. subpictus ·var. malayensis 3 " " 0•4 " 
" " 

A.ludlowi 3 " " 0•4 ,, 

" " 
A. umbrosus I 

" " 
O•I 

" 

Totals 816 99'9 .. 
A. vagus oceurs. 74·4 per cent. times alone or in association with A. koclti, whkh 

siamps it as a small pool breeder. It resembles A. kochi in showing a greater associa
tion with A. hyrcanus than with A. barhirostris, which tends to show that A. kyrcanus 
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prefers rather smaller pools than A. barbirostris • . It has tio association . with the 
members of <;;roup 111., the jungle fauna, and this in~icates i_ts ,pref~rence for pla_ce~ 
open to sunlight. · 

The _low association value of A •. vagus f~r the salt ·water bree~er .A. ludlow~ 
depends on the paucity of records relating. to that spe~~es. (1 ). )\nd .. when the coast 
districts are studied more thoroughly this assOciation, willpr()bably increa~, bec~u~e 
A. vagus is undoubtedly able to breed i~ the brackish pools used by A .• ludlowi, a ~aCt 
\~ hich is indicated by the association figures of A. ludlowi. . · · . · · -

This illustrates the main fault of the m~thod as a means for grouping the species 
into representative faunae, which is that the position of an associate in. the. list of 
association values depends larg~ly on the number of observations which have been made 
concerning it. The best way to correct this fault would be to direct the work so as 
to increase the number of observations on those species which hav~ ·few data. It is 
possible to do this when dealing with common species like A. ludlowi, which have few 
data because they have not be~n studied as thoroughly as the others, but it would 
l>e impossible in the case of rare species.. At the present stage of. the investigations 
the fault 'in the method may be overcome by taking into consideration. the association 
values of both species when comparing the association' of one species with another. 
Later, when the figures become large enough to justify it, a. simple formula may. be 
found to express both sides of the relationship in a single figure . 

. 1. maculatus. 

. 254 Total number of association units 

Found by itself ' · .: .167 ti~es or 65·1 per cent.' 
, with A. koclti 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" , 

, A. hyrcanus 
, A. vagus 
, A. karw()ri 
, A. aitkeni 
, A. barbirostris 
, A. aconitus 
, A: leucosplzyrus 
, A. tessellatus ... 
, A. albotaeniatusc var. 

montanus ... 

Totals 

19 ,. " 1•5 , 
16 " " 6·3 " 
IS " " 5'9 " 
15 " " 5'9 " 
.1

2 
" " 4•7 '! 

3 " " 
. i~2' 

" 
3 " " 

1•2 
" 

2 
" " 0·8 , 

I 
" " 0•4 " 

l "., " 0•4 ,, 

254 100 ,, 

A. maculatus comes int9 this group of small pool breeders by virtue of its 
associations with A. koclli, A. vagus and A. karwari, all small pool breeders.: . 

Its high association with A, kyrca11us is in marked contrast wfth the findings in 
the Brickfields Road Area (see pages 6 and u), ~nd is an index of the frequency 

(
1
) See its figures _on ,P• 16. 
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with which these two svecies a~e found together in open ravine country as at' Gt!mas ( 1). 

It also confirms the fact that A. li)'TCOitus breeds in smaller vools than A. barbirostris. 

Its association with jungle species depends on the fact that it ancf A. ltyrcanus 
enter very rapidly into a ravine when the jungle is felled (2). This is an example of 
one of. the uses of the method, namely, that an inter-association between members 
of two faunae shows that the cause must be sought for in the breeding habits of the 
two species involved • 

. 4. karwari. 

Total number of association units 

Found by itself 
, with A. maculatus 

" " 
A. vagus 

, , A. koclli 

" " 
A: ltyrcanus 

, ,, A. tessellatus 

" " 
A. fuliginosus 

Totals 

... 

45 times or 51·7 per cent. 
IS , " 17•2 II 

10 
" 

, II·S " 
10 

" " II·S " 
5 " " 5•7 " 

" 
,. 1•2 

" 
" " 

1•2 
" 

87 100 
" 

Its associations with A. maculatus, A. vagus, and A. koclti amply justify its 
presence in this group of small pool breeders. 

A. ludlowi. 

Total number of asSociation- units 

Fom1d by itself 
, w1th A. vagus 

Totals 

14 times or 82·4 ver cent. 

3 " ~· J7·6 , 

IOO , 

.. The figures are too small to be 'of much Yalue, !Jut the frequency with which 
A. ludlowi is found alone depends on its specialisation for salt water. The fact 
that it is found in association with A. vagus shows that it breeds in similar places, 
namely, open muddy pools, and also that A. vagus can breed in brackish water. 

When-lhe. figures become larger it is quite possible thar A. ludlowi will separate 
itself off from this fauna and will form the typ:~al species of a salt water fauna. 

(1) See Vol. 1., pages 52 and 59· 
(2) S~e Vol. I., page 'ZS. 
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A. barbirostris. 
GROtJP H.-SWAMP FAUNA. 

Total number of association units i.:~ 570 
Found by itself 229 times or 40·2 per cent. 

" 
with A. ltyrcanus 169 ., It 29·6 ,, 

" " 
A. vagus 64 " " 

Il•2 , 
A. fuliginosus • 6·0. 

" 
, 34 " " " 

" " 
A. koclzi JO " " s·s " , 

" 
A. aconitus 27 ., 

" 4•1 " 
" " 

A. tessellatus .... 5 " " 0•9 , 

" " 
· A. umbrosus ... 5 " " 0•9 " 

" II A. maculatus .3 " " 0•5 " 
II " 

A. sub"pictus var. malaymsis 3 11 , 0•5. " 
" " 

A. leucosplzyrus I 
" " 0•2 

" 
Totals S70 100 

" 
This series of figures corresponds fairly closely with a general impression of its 

breeding places. The ·low association value for A. subpictus var malayensis depends · 
merely on the rarity of that species, and is another example of the weakness of the 
method referred to in the remarks on A. vagus (1). When, however, the figures for 
A. subpictus var. malayensis, on page 19, are examined, it is seen to be 'closely 
associated with A. harbirostris and to belong very obviously to this group. 

In the case of A. maculatus, however, the low association value is a correct one 
as may be seen by referring to its figures on page rs. 
A .• lzyrcanus. 

Total number of association units ... 973 
Found by itself 487 times or so· I per cent. 

, with A. barbirostris 169. " ,. 17•4 ... n 

" 
, A. vagus 84 " ,. 8·6 " A. kochi 78 • B·o. " " " ",. " 

" " A. fuliginosus 51 " " 5•2 , 
" " A. tessellatus 46 Jl Jl 4•1 , 

A. aconitus .. 
19 2•0 , 

" " 
, 

" 
" " A. maculatus 16 

" H 1·6 
" , "• A. aitkeni 7 ... " 0•7 " 

" II A. umhrosus 5 " " 0•5 , 
, 

" 
A. karwari • s " " O•S " 

" " A. suhpictus var. malayensis 3 " " O•J " 
" ,. A. separatus 2 , 

" 
0•2 

" 
" " A. leucosphyrus_ p 

" " 
O•I , 

·Totals 973 99'9 , 
This series is very similar to that of A. harhirostris-:Tts association with 

A. matulatus is higher, howe\·er, for the reasOn shown in the remarks on the associa
tion of A. maculatus (see page 15). 

(') Sec p. 15. 
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A. ac._onitus. , . 

Total number of association units 78 

Found with A. harbirostris , 27 times or 34·6 per cent. 
, , A. kyrcanus 19 " , 24•4 " 
" " 

A.fuliginosus 10 II " 
12·8 " 

" by itself 8 
" " 10•3 •.. 

" with A. vagus 6 
" " 7•7 " ,, 

" 
A. maculatus 3 " " 3·8 " 

" " 
A. koclri 3 ,, 

" 3·8 " 
" " 

A. suhpictus var. 
malayensis 2 

" " 
2•6 

" 
Totals 78 IOO 

" 

.•. 
1 
)~is series of figures shows that A. aconitus has a close association with the 

central species of this group, and no association with any of the members of Group III., 
jungle breeders. 

A.fuliginosus. 

''fdtal ritiinber of association u·nits 

Found with A. lzyrcanus 51 times or 39·5 per cent. 
, , .. ·A. barhirostris 
,. . , · A. ~a gus 

34 " " 26·4 ,. 
18 " " 14•0 " , by itself 10 " fl 7·7 " , with A. aconitus 10 

" " 
" 

,. A. suhp~ctus var. • malayensis 3 
, . A. kanpari " 

,, 2•3 ,·, 
0·8 

" , -A. kocki 
,·, · A. tessellotus I 

Totals 

" " 
" " 

o.S 
0·8 

·JOO 

" 
" 

" 

129 

The association of A. fuliginosus is very similar to that of A. aconitus, and shows 
the same absence of jungle breeders. These two recognised carriers of .malaria, there-
· fore, ·seem dependent oil ope~ sunlit places fo~ breeding in, and this .con~rms a previous 
observation (1) on the intermixing of faunae that occurs at the edge of jungle. 
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A. subpictus var. malayensis. 

Total number of association units 

Found with A. barbirostri.s 

II 

" 
" ,, 

, A. kyrcanus . 
, A. fuliginosus 
, A. vagus 
, A. aconitus 

Totals 

3 times or 2 1-..1- per cent. 

3 " , 21•4 " 

3 , " 21•4 " 
3 " " 21•4 " 
2 " II I4•3 " 

14 99'9 ,, 

19 

I4 

Although the figures are small they show that A. subpictus var. malayensis is very 
closely associated with the species of the swamp fauna and that it has never been 
found alone. In both these respects it shows a marked contrast to its near relative 
.1. vagus, which is a typical small pool breeder . 

. 4.. tessellatus. 

Total number of association units 

Found by itself · 51 times or 33'5 per .cent~ 

" 
with A. hyrcanus ... 46 " " 30•2 , 

" " 
A. kochi 26 , , I7•I " 

" " 
A. leucospltyrus I2 , " 7·9 " 

" " 
A. vagus 5 " .. , • 3•3 " 

" " 
A. barbirostris 5 " " 3'3 ,. 

" " 
A. aitkeni 2 , 

" 1•3 " 
" " 

A. umbrosus 2 
" 

,, 1•3 , 
" " A. fuligino.sus I 

" " 0•7 " 
" , • A. karwari I " " 0•7 " 
" " 

A. maculatus I , 
" 0•7 " 

Totals 152 100 . , 

The figures show a very wide and general association--with swamp breeden, with 
small pool breeders, and with jungle breeders. This seems to show thaf A. tessellatus 
is not dependent on any special type of breeding-place. It has frequently been .found 
in quite dense jungle, where there is no grass, but only decaying leaves in the pools; 
and the figures show clearly that it may be found in quite open places. 

4 
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A. seporatus. 

Total number of association units IJ 

Found by itself II times or 84·6 per cent. 
, with A. hyrcam1s 2 , 

Totals IJ 100 , 

The figures are too small to be Of real value, but they tend to confirm an impres
sion that A. separotus prefers the op~n sw~mp just outside jungle, in contradistinc
tion. to its close. ~elati~·e A. umbrosus, which breeds typically in swa~py jungle. 

A .. umbrosus. 

Total number of association units 

F ounJ by itself 

. , 
, 
, 

" 

with A. borbirostris 

, A. hyrcanus 

, A. tessellatus 

, ·~·vagus 

Totals 

49 

36 times or 7 J• 5 per cent. 

5 " " 
10•2 

" 
5 " " 

10·2 
" 

2 
" H 4•1 , 

I , 
" 

2•0 
" 

. 49 100 , 

The large majority of the associations of A. umbrosus are with itself, because 
it is the typical species of low-lying swampy jungle (1), but it comes into this group, 
because 10•2 per cent. of its associations are with A .. borbirostris and with A .. kyrcanus. 
lt appears that at the present stage the method has led to the association of a swamp 
fauna and a hill jungle fauna; it may lead at a later stage to a differentiation of the 
~wamp fauna into an open swamp and a jungle swam~ fauna. 

( 1) Vol. I., rage 36. 
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GROUP III.-JUNGLE FAUNA, 

A. aitkeni. 

Total number of association units 220 

Found by itself 154 times or. 70•0 per cent. 

" 
with A. leucosphyrus 36 " ,. I6·4· " 

" 
, ·A. maculatus u " 

,. 5•4 , 
,, 

" 
A. ltyrcanus: 7 " . " . 3•2 " 

" " 
A; albotaeniatus var. motetanus 6 " " 2•7 " 

" ll A. kochi 2 
" " 0•9 " , 

" A. tessellatus 2 " " 0•9 " 
" " 

A. nov~tmbrosus I 
" 

,, 0•5 , 

Totals 220 100 _., 

Its association with A. maculatus and A. hyrcanus depends on the rapidity with 
whi~h those species enter a ravine when the jungle is felled (1). The association of 
A. aitkeui with A, leucosphyrus and A. albotaeniatus var. ·montanus confirms the 
pre\'ious observation (2) that these species are usually. found in hilly jungle ravines, 
while A. umbrosus is characteristic of low-lying swampy jungle. Indeed it is possible 
that as the figures accumulate this group will form a small jungle pool fauna, tilat 
the swamp fauna will differentiate into open swamp and jungle swamp faunae, and 
that there will be two similar main groups (i.e., reading the following table either 
down or across). · 

Open small pools or open . 
hilly country. • 

Open swamp or open low
lying country. 

Jungle small pools or hilly 
jungle. 

Jungle swamp or low-lying 
jungle. · · · · 

• Small pools are characteristic of hilly country, swamp 
of low-lying. Hence the alternatives in the table. 

(I) Vol. 1, page 28. 
• .eJ Vol. 1, page 36. 
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• 

• 1. leucospkyrus: 

Total number of association units IOJ 

• :Found by it5elf H times ur 42·7 1~r cent. 

" 
with A. ailkmi 36 ., ,, 35•0 " 

" " 
A. tessdlatus 12 

" " 11·6 " 
" " 

A. albotamiatus var. monta11us 3 , 
" 2•9 " 

" " A. koclzi 3 " " 2•9 " , , A. macula/us 2 
" " 1•9 " 

" " 
A. novumhrosus I 

" " 
I•O 

" 
" H A. barbirostris ... I " " 

I•O , 

" " 
A. 'hyrcanus I 

" " 
1•0 

" 
Totals 103 IQ.O 

" 

It is \'ery closely associated with A. aitkmi, and moreover its list of associates 
is si!nilar to that of A. ~itkmi. 

A. albotaetlialus var. monta11us. 

Total number .of association units 

Found with A. aitkmi 6 times or 50·0 per cent. 
, , A. leucospltyrus 3 " " 25•0 " 
, by itself . 2 " , 1.6·7 " ,, · with A. macula/us l " " 8·3 " 

Totals 12 100 
" 

Its close association with A. aitkeni and A. leucosplt;•rus justifies its position in 
this group. · 

A. novumbrosus. 

Total number of association units 

Found by itself 
, with A. aitken{ 
, , A. leucospltyrus 

Totals 

4 

2 t~es or so·o per cent. 
I , , 25•Q · , 

I , , 25•0 
" 

4 100 
" 

Although the figures are \'cry small indeed, they express the experience tha.t 
A. n()'IJumbrosus has usually been found in jungle-c?vered ravines. 
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GROUP IV.-SPECIES WITH NO ASSOCIATIO,NS. 

A. aurirostris. 
Total nu~l.ler of association units 

Found by itself 

I • 

2 times or I 00 per ~ent. 

23 

2 

This species shows no associations in the restricted series ·of data, but it. has also 
~n found six times in association with larvae which were probably (1) A. umbrQsus 
Lut possiLly A. separatus. When more data have been collected, therefore, it will 
probably be found to group itself with A. umbrosus, in agreement with the fact that 
it was originally found (2) in jungle pools by Dr. Watson . 

• 1. asiaticus. 
Total number of association units 

Found by itself 
39 

39 times or xoo per cent. . 

This species sh~ws no association with any other species, since it has been found ., 
only in bamboos, a specjalised l.lreeding place in which no other anopheline has been · 
found.· 

.).-SUMMARY AND CONCLU:)IONS. 

(a) The method generally used for studying distribution is to collect descriptiohs 
of the breeding places of a species, in the hope that a description of the typical breeding 
place of that species may be evolved. Apart from the confusion that arises from the 
number of characters which require description, this- method is defective, in the first 
place since it depends on personal impressions, and in the second place since these 
personal impressions are based on natural characters which • vary froQI. time to time. 
The method introduced in this volume is based on the number of times a given species 
is found with each of the other species in a certain number of breeding places. It is 
not based on personal impressions. 

(b) A peculiar merit of this method is that it enables past observations, of whatever 
dimensions, to Lie epitomised in a series of figures (the association values) showing the 
relative distribution of any given species. · 

(c) This epitome can Lie used as a standard for estimating the probability of other 
species being found in company with ·any given species. When, therefore, any une 
species is found, it will be possible to prophesy \rhat other species may be expected 
t1l be present in the same place. To prophesy with any degree of accuracy, the 
observations must Lie based on the widest experience, both in respect of number ~f 
observations and types of locality. 

(d) This epitome can also Le used as a standard by which the distril.lution of any 
species can be measured hi any area. The practical value of such a standard is that 
if the distribution in a newly investigated area does not conform to the standard, local 
causes must be sought for. 

(
1
) Page 12. 

\") Watson, M., 1910. Annals Tw(.l. Med., Vol. IV., pp. 251-3. 
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(e) The epitome, liowcver, merely reflects the past experienet! relJting tu the 
\ arious species, and is much. affected by the number of obsen·ations on each spt.'(ies. 
I~or example, on the few occasions a rare species is found a certain species might 
always ~ present in its breeding place. Yet· the association values of the common 

'-pecies would not show this close association merely because of the rarity of the 
associate; but the association values of the rare species would sho"; the association. 

The association values, therefore, do not necessarily place the species in the best 
order for grouping. into faunae; and since this was one of the objects for which the 
method was introduced, the failure to do so constitutes a weakneSs of ·the method. 

{/) The ideal way of overcoming this weakness would be to increase the data on 
the species with few records, until the basis of data for each species is of the same order 
of magnitude, but this is obviously impossible when rare species are being dealt with. 
At the present stage of the investigation the weakness may be overcome by taking 
into consideration the association values of both species in considering the relationship 
between them. Later,· however, when the figures become adequate a simple formula 

, to express both sides of the relationship may be found. 

(g) In spite of the weakness of the method as a means for grouping the species 
into faunae, referred to in sections (e) and (/), the figures, even as they are expressed at 
the present stage of the investigation, show that the species may be grouped in the 
following manner, and it is of interest to note that this grouping agrees clo:sely with 
what is generally known about the bree_ding places of the species. 

Group I, depending on a common preference for small open pools or open 
hilly country :-A. kochi, A. vagus, A. maculatus, A. kar'li.'ari and A. ludlmci. 
The last of these species may separate itself from this group as the chief member 
of a salt water fauna when further data have been collected. 

Group II, .depending on a preference for large swampy pools or low-lying 
.country :-A. barbirostris, A. hyrcanus, A. aconitus, A. fuliginosus, A. subpictus 
var. malayensis, A. separatus, A. tessellatus, and A. umbrosus and probably 
A. aurirostris. The last three may separate themselves later into a jungle swamp 
fauna, leaving the rest of the group as an open swamp fauna. 

Group III, depending on a preference for- jungle, probably hilly jungle:
A. aitkeni, A. leucos-phyrus, A. albotamiatus var. montanus and A. novumbrosus. 

Group IV, species with highly specialised breeding places :-A. asiaticus.· 

(h) ·The fact that such a grouping does occur shows that the various species are 
t~ s6me ext~nt selective in th~ir breeding places. The fact that the groups are not 
sharpiy delimited shows that the species are not strictly limited in their choice of 
oreeding place, but have a certain amount of adaptability. 

(i) When the figures show a marked inter-association between members of two 
different faunae, such as that seen between A. maculatus and A. aitkeni on page 16, 
this will show that the cause must be sought for in the breeding habits of the two 
species. 

(j) This method of recording the results of routine work on distdbution shows 
possibilities of usefulness, therefore, and will be continued as a method of summarising 
the data on distribution. 



ls.:-NOTES ON ARTIFICIAL RECEPTACLES OF \VATER AS 

BREEDING PLACES OF ANOPHELINES, NOVEMBER, 1920. 

I.-PROBLEM STATED. 

In the study of the distribution of anophelines it is important . to determine the 
t:xtent to which the various species are able to breed in domestic or artificial collections 
of water, such as disused tins and bottles, roof gutters or rainwater tanks. In the 
Malay States it is extremely rare to find anopheline lar\·ae in such places,' and eac1 
~pecies shows a preference for certain natural conditions. The question arises, however, 
whether anophelines will be able to adapt thffilselves to breed under domestic conditions 
when their natural breeding places are destroyed by anti-malarial measures, or whether 
they will have to go further afield in search of places more suitable for them to breed in~ 

A request for information on this question has been received .from the Principal 
~ledical Officer, and therefore it is proposed to .review the relevant data which have 
accumulated during the past three years. 

2 .-OBSERVATIONS, 

No record of the many negative· examinations has been kept, except in the case 
of wells, and therefore it is difficult to estimate the rarity with. which anopheline lan·ae 
"ere found in artificial collections of \Vater. Some idea of the· rarity with which 
they were found in such places may be obtained, however, .l:ir realising that the 
observation& described. here were spread over a period of three years, that over 4,ooo · 
natural breeding plaCfs were discO\·ered during the same period, that during 1918.and. 
1919 special attention was paid to the examination of disused tins and bottles, and 
that special expeditions were undertaken to native rubber. plantations to find latex
collerting cups containing water in which: larrae might be present. 

The posith·e !hidings may be recorded under the following headi.ngs.:- · 

(a) Disused Domestic Receptacles. 

Anophelines were found only 14 times in such places, 

. In II cases the receptacle was an old tin and the sp"ecies present were A. maculatus 
(8 times), A. koclti (3 times), A. vagus (once), and A. leucospltyrus (once): 

In two cases the receptacle was an earthenware jar and the species found were 
A. koclti in one and A. vagus in the other. 

On one occasion A. vagus was found in a split coco-nut sheli. 

In every rase the receptacle had been abandoned for a long' time a~d often it 
contained earth, decaying leaves, algae and e\'en seedling plants, so that it had 
rome to resemble a natural pool. Many of the tins had beeri eaten through by'rust and 
the water was in actual contact with the soil. ' · 
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(b) •Rubber latex collating cups. 

On one occasion anophelines were found in a group of six latex cu'ps and one 
tin, situated within 200 yards of one another, in a native-{)wned plantation which 
was not being tapped and in which most of the cups bad been left standing. so that 
they contained water. The species present in each case was A. leucospltyrus. 

• These cups had been left untouched for a considerable time, since many of t~m had 
earth, debris, and seedling plants in them. · 

(c) Concute u•ater tanks. 

Anophelines were found in these places on se'-en occasions. The species were 
A. kodti (6 times), A •. barbirostris (twice), A. t•agus (once) and .4.. II_11'COIIIIS (once). 

In all these cases the tanks had been neglected, the water was green with algae, 
there was floating debris, and in some cases water plants were present. 

(ti) TV ells. 

By means of an apparatus de'ised to remO\·e the surface film of water without 
disturbing it, forty-six well~ were examined to ascertain w~ther anopheline larvae 
were present. The wells examined may he classified as follows :-

Concrete · I o 
·Brick 

Wood lined 
Earth wells with over 3 feet to water"lewl ... 
Earth we11s with under 3 feet to water lewl 

IS 
5 
8 
8 

Anopheline lan·ae were obtained in only two of these wells, both of which belonged 
bl the last class in the Jist. One of them was two feet. and the other one foot deep, 
and they were, therefore, more like bathing-pools than wells. .4. kocl1i was found in 
the former and A. barbirostris and .4.. kotlti in the latter. 

The edges of the shallower well were rowref) with ,·egetation and both of them 
closely resembled natural pools of water. 

J.-DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS. 

The fa~ that the rect'pta~les in which anopheline breeding was found had been 
neglected for a long time, and therefore had become similar to natural collections of 
water, is important. An attempt to obtain anopheline lan·ae hy exposing earthenware 
jars containing water riear a prolific breeding place of .4.. macula/us, tailed; and e\·en 
alter the breeding plaCE! had been destroyed. no lan·ae appeared in the artifirial 
collection of water. 

It would appear, therefore, that only when the conditions in the artificial 
receptacle come to resemble those of a natural pool, is t~re much likelihood of the 
rect'ptacle becoming a breeding place of anophelines, 



AS BREEDING PLACES OF ANOPHELINES. 

Each species of anopheline prefers a certain kind of breeding . place, although it 
is not strictly limited to it. This fact emerges from the study (1

) of the species which 
are commonly found associated together in the same breeding place, and is clearly 
illustrated by the following observation on the shade-loving species A. umorosus. 
Adult specimens cf A. umorosus were found in Dr. Pou's house at Sungei I.embing, 
although there was no jungle within half a mile of the house. A search of the surround
ing country was made, therefore, to determine whether this species was breeding in 
the open, or whether it had come from the distant jungle. The larvae were found in 
two pools in the shade of an old mining tunnel, which fact shows the pref~rence of 
this species for shade of some kind. The dependence of the various species on a 
certain type of bre-eding place is shown also by the kind of anophelines found in 
artificial breeding places. Thus, in the tins the species found most commonly were 
A. maculatus, A. koclti and A. vagus, all small pool breeders; whereas the large pool 
breeders, A. oarbirostris and A. hyrcanus, were found only in the concrete tanks and 
wells. Again A. leucosphyrus, which is usually found in jungle, was the species found 
in a tin under the shade of a hedge, and in the group of latex cup~ in the shade 
of a rubber plantation. 

The anophelines se-em therefore to wait until the artificial receptacles of water' 
have approximated to natural conditions before they use them as breeding places, and 
it would appear that the choice exercised in the matter of natural breeding places is· 
similarly exercised in the case of artificial breeding places. The latter statement 
might suggest that the fact of the place being an artificial one was a mafter of no 
importance to the anopheline ; but on the other hand, when an · artificial place is 
used for breeding purposes some cause can often be suggested as to 'why if has been 
used. Thus at Gemas (2) A. maculatus was found in a kerosene tin when the weather 
was very dry, and when in consequence the number.of.natural places suitable for this 
species was limited; at Perhentian Tinggi (3) two tins containing A. 'Roc hi and one tin 
containing A. maculatus were found in a ravine recently filled, in which many _natural 
hreeding places had been destroyed ; and in the Agricultural Department, Kuala 
Lumpur, an area in which most of the natural places had been destroyed by sub-soil 
drainage, A. maculatus was found in a disused latex coagulating pan. 

Again, out of the many latex cups examined only six were found oontaining 
larvae. These were in close proximity to one another and all contained the same 
species, A. leucospkyrus. There were natural pools in the vicinity apparenfly suitable 
for this species, but they did not cont'ain larvae. These six cases therefore w.ere probably 
due to some common cause which was not detected. 

This frequet:cy with which a cause can be suggested when anophelines are found 
to be breeding in artificial receptacles tends to prove that the phenomenon . is part!y 
one of adaptation to adverse conditions, and that it might become more frequent as 
anti-malarial measures beoome more stringent. 

5 

(I) See Conclusion 11, page 24, 
f) VoL 1., page 34· 
(
3
) Vol. I., page 69. 
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4·~0NCLUSIONS: 

(a) That anopheline larvae are found occasionally in artificial receptasles of water 
and more c~mmonly so when the external conditions are unfavourable for their breeding. 

· (b) That age ami disuse render artificial receptacles more suitable for the breeding 
of anophelines. 

(c) That the care of domestic collections of water and the clearing up of disused 
tins and bottles are justified, therefore, on the ground of malaria prevention, apart 
from their value as methods for reducing the general mosquito nuisance. 



REPORT II. 

ON AN OUTBREAK OF MALARIA ON THE BANKS OF 
THE PERAK RIVER, JANUARY, 1918. 

SYNOPSIS. 

r.-Reason for the investigation. 

2.-General description of the area affected by the outbreak. 

3.-Extent of the outbreak. 

4.-Species of anophelines found. 

5.-Malaria carrying properties of the species found. 

6.-Distribution of anophelines throughout the affected area. 
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a.-ReasO!lS in favour of regarding A. ludlowi as the chief causative 

agent. 

/I.-Reasons against regarding A. umbrosus as the chief cause of the 

outbreak: 

c.-Possibility. of more than one species being active in causing 

the outbreak. 

r 3.-Suggestions for the reduction of malaria in the area. 

a.-Methods directed against infection of m~squitos. 

b.-Methods for reducing anopheline breeding. 

(1)-Methods directed mainly against A. ludlowi. 
(2)-Methods directed mainly against A. umbrosus. 

IIA.-NOTES ON THE RELATION OF ANOPHELINE BREEDING 
TO .MANGROVE, JANUARY, 1918 . 
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SYNOPSIS. 

I.-Problem stated. 
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REPORT II. 

ON AN OUTBREAK OF MALARIA ON THE BANKS OF 

THE PERAK RIVER, JANUARY, 1918. 

J .-REASON FOR THE INVESTIGATION. 

The work was done at the request of the .Senior Health Officer, because the district 
which had previously been regarded as a fairly healthy one, even for newcomers· and 
Tamil labourers, had been visited by a rather heavy outbreak of inalaria. 

2.-GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA AFFECTED BY THE OUTBREAK. •. 

The area affected by the outbreak is shown on the accompanying sketch plan, on 
which all the places mentioned are marked. 

The country is a flat alluvial plain at the mouth of the Perak River, bounded hy· 
mangrove swamp and containing some patches of virgin jungle typical of low-lying 
country. Rubber is not cultivated much below Rebana Estate (about 13 miles in a 
straight line from Bagan Datoh), the main cultivation of the district being ~oco-nut. 

· The coco-nut estates are intersected by large drains, which are controlled by water . 
gates and used extensively for the water transport of coco-nuts. . · 

J.-EXTENT OF THE OUTBREAK.. 

Of the virulence of the outbreak there can ue little· douut, as no less than three 
out of the party of five men engaged in this investigation became infected, and the 
work had to be stopped on this account' before it was completed. 

The limit to which the outbreak extended up the river can be seen from the follow· 
ing Table D, which shows the health statistics for recent years of estates on the river 
Lank at varying distances from its mouth. The percentage average monthly admissions 
to hospital have been taken, as they give a hetter idea of the incidence of the outbreak 
than the figures for malaria admissions, because the standard of diagnosis of malaria 
was found to be variable on the different estates and was hardly ever fqunded on 
microscopic examination of the blood. 

TABLE D. 

DISTANCE FKOM HAGAN DATOH Pr.RCI!NTAGI!' AolllSSION TO HosPITAL, . 
Estate. Avera~e 

Population. .. 
By River. In direct line. 1913. 1914, 1915. 1916. 1917· 

---'. 
Bagan Datoh !mile. ! mile. . 663 S·IZ - 10·8 9·8 21'4 
Spynie ... { Opposite hank but a } 285·3 - ·- 1•1 4'7 ll·6 little higher up river, 
Strathmashie Jmil"- I Jm;~. 654•9 8·81 11•93 S·O 9·6 14•3 
Melentang ... 9 " 4! " 373-7 - - 7•3 7•3 10·6 
Rebana ... 2J " IJ II 110J8 - 5·91 4'5 4'3 s·s 
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It will·be StXn from the taule that the effect of the outureak diminishes in a rery 
regular way in going from Bagan Datoh up river, and that Reuana Estate escaped 
infection. · 

That this is approximately a correct estimation of the limit of the outureak is 
confirmed by the following series of spleen rates taken by Dr. Orme personally, during 
the period ] une to October, 19 1 7. 

Bagan Datoh Estate (Lower Division) 
Spynie Estate ... 
Strathmashie Estate 
Melentang Estate .1. 

Berembang Panjang Estate (next estate to 
Melentang, about a mile further up-river, no 
statistics available) 

Rebana Estate. (No. spleen rates tak~n, uut 
Nova Scotia, the estate on the opposite side 
of the oliver) ... 

66·1 per cent. in 59 chiluren. 
88·67 " " 53 " g6·g6 

" " 33 " 
80·0 

" " 
20 ., 

6·97 " " 43 " 

5•29 " " 208 " 
· Thus, from the table and the spleen rates, it may be concluded that the outureak 

\\as most severe at the mouth of the river, that it extended as far up-river as Stratll
mashie and Melentang, but did not extend further. Rebana Estate may be regarded 
as definitely outside the area affected by the outbreak, and it may therefore be used as 
a healthy control for comparing the species of anophelines found there with those 
found on the affected estates. 

4.-SPECIES oF ANOPHELINES FouND. 

·. The following table shows the species found and their relative frequency in a 
general survey of the area. It is followed by notes on the morphology of certain 

. larvae which presented difficulties in identification. 

TABLE E. 

Species. Times found. 
I 

Number of specimens. 

A. lurlliJWT ... ... ... . .. ... . .. . .. 8o 390 
A. vagus 1 .. ... . .. ... ... ... .. . 105 479 
A. kocki ... ... . .. ... .... . .. .. . 5 7 
A. tessellai11S ... ... ... ... ... . .. 20 33 
.A flfW'ir()s/ris (se' note A.) ... ... ... . .. 8 13 
A. leutosphyrus, Type 1 ••. ... ... . .. .. . I I 
A /ei«osphyrtts1 Type 2 (see note B.) ... ... .. . 2 3 
A. hyrcamt.f ... ... .. . .. .. . IOJ 351 
Umbrosus-like larvae (see note C.) ... ... ... ... 145 645 

TOTAL ... ... ... ···: 467 1,922 

· . NoTE A. .A. aurirostris. The adult of this species· was described (I) by Dr. 
Watson and the larva is no\v described for the first time (2). 

~(1 ) Watson, M., 1910. Annals Trop. :\led., \'ol. IV., pp. 251-3. 
rl Dr. Stanton kindly identified the adults and examined so~e of the larvae. 
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ON THE .UANKS OF THE PERAK RIV~R. J3 

Its larra was always found in brackish pools at the roots of ma~grove an~ nipah 
palms, and was recognised as a new type before adults were bred out. The adult 
differs from A. tessellatus chiefly in the absence of spotting on the legs, and migh~ be 
regarded merely as a variety of A. tessellatus if it were ~ot for t~e con~tant di~erence 
between the 1an·ae, which is a reason for regarding it as a separate species. 

The lan·ae of A. aurirostris, A. tessellatus and A. koclti show an interesting 
gradati~n in the shape and arrangement of their hairs and ~ay be differentiated by· 
attention to the points show~ in the following table. · 

TABLE F. 

i • Feature. A. kochi, A. tuYUatt.s. A. 111irir11stm, 

--
Internal anterior clypeal Long, fine with a few Short and thick with Short and thick with 

hairs. !dteral branches. lateral branches. lateral branches. 

Position of internal ant· 
erior clypeal hairs. 

Wide apart. Wide apart. Almost as close togeth~r 
as in a myzorhyncus 
larva. 

Inner thoracic hairS. 

1 

Well branched, like Simple branching i.e. 5 Very simple branching 
that of A. vtrgtu. or 6 branches. i .!!. 2 or 3 branches. 

The palmate hairs also. show a gradation in their complexity, ~hose of A. kocki 
being the most differentiated and those of A. aurirostris being the most simple. 

NOTE B. A. leucospllyrus. Two adults, bred out from pupae· which we~e 
obtained in pools at the roots of mangrove, differed from the type of A: leucospkyrus 
usually seen, in the extreme narrowness of the palpal bands, wh.ich were m~rely specks 
on the black palps. The apical band, usually quite broad, was represented by a few 
white scales, and the whole palp seemed e\'en shorter than. it is in the common form. 
The commoner variety was also obtained, but in fresher water 13 miles up the river. 
One lan·a was obtained which was probably of the rarer \'ariety, since it. was found 
in brackish pools, hut no difference was detected between .it.~nd the common types 
of A. lcucosphyrus larva. · . 

There seems therefo~ll not sufficient reason to separate these two types into specie§. 

NoTE C. Umbrosus-like larvae. 

Of 68 adults de,·eloping from umbrosus-like larvae, 22 proved to be 
A. umbrosus and 46 of them were labelled as A. hunteri (Strickland). Mr. Edwards 
has compared some of these specimens with Leicester's specimens of A. sepa;atus, and 
rc~gards them as belonging to the same species. The latter name has "therefore been 
applied to them. The adult females of A. srparatus \'aried \'ery greatly. Some had 
an apical white band on the palps, which it!ielf \'aried oonsiderallty in breadth, while 
others had two or three white hands. All umhrosus-like lan·ae hatching out with 
. \\ hite on the palps were. classified as A. separatus. · · · 
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The distinction between the larvae of .·:l. umbrosus and .1 .• separatus (lmnteri) which 
"as pointed ~ut by Dr. Strickland (1) was that the posterior clypeal hairs of .1. separatus 
are simple, whereas those of A. umbrosus are forked. This was confirmed in the large 
majority of the specimens in this series, but occas~onally an A. scparatus larva had 
forked posterior hairs. This distinction is useless in field work i first, because it is 
\·ery difficult to establish even if the larva is killed and prepared, since the larvae in 
both species are usually very dark coloured, and secondly, hecause it is not an invaria!Jie 
distinction. 

It was found to be possible to distinguish A .. scparatus lan·ae from those of 
A .• umbrosus by looking out for a combination of the following two characters which 
are present in the former. 

(1) Low bifurcation of the external anteri<>r clypeal hairs; that is, the hairs divide 
lew. down into two ~'!lain branches, each of which then divides up in the manner 
characteristic of A. umbrosus, and 

. (2) A bushy character of the antennal hair. 
Both characters must be present, because some larvae which were thought to be 

A. separatus, owing to the presence of bifurcation alone, hred out as .4.. umbrosus; 
but the identification as A. separatus of a larva possessing a combination of those two 
~haracters was always found to be correct. 

5·-:-11ALARIA CARRYING PROPERTIES OF THE SPECIES FOUND. 

Little is known aS"'·yet about the relative pathogenecity of the various species. 
lt is probable that no anopheline is free from suspicion, hut A .. ludlmci and A. umbrostts 
are the two species on the list which are usually recognised as bad carriers. Dr. 
]3arber;s results (2) obtained in the Malay Peninsula show that l:l.. ludlowi is much 
more SUsCeptible to experimental malaria than l:l.. umbrosus, thus : 

Zygotes in midgut. . 
· A. ludlowi .. . 42 infected out of 69 60·9 pt>r cent. 
. A. umbrosus ... 25 , , 143 I7·S· , 

. Sporozoites in salivary glands, dissected 10 days after feeding. 
A.lutllowi 3 out of 23 13·0 per cent. 

· A. umbrosus 2 , , 26 7•7 , 

A. separalus, which is very closely related to A .. umbrosus, was infected once in 
eight experiments. 
• · Recent' work (3) in the Dutch East Indies also points to A. ludlowi being more 

dangerous than A. umbrosus in the 1\Ialayan Islands, but caution must be used in 
applying results from the islands to the conditions on the mainland and rice versa. 

6.-DISTRIBUTION OF ANOPHELINES THROUGHOUT THE AFFECTED AREA. 

In view of the remarkable change in the species, obsen·ed during the six weeks 
spent in the district and reported later (4), the importance of knowing the conditions 

(1) Strickland, C., 1916. Ind. Joum. Med. Res., Vol. IV., pa.!!es 263-270. . 
\Z) Barber, M.A.; 1917. Philippine Journal of Science, Vol. XIII., Sect. B., page 10. 
{3) Swellengrebel, N. H., and Swellengrehel-de Graaf, J, .M. H., 1920. Para~itology, Vol. XII., 

pages tSo-198. 
(4) See pages 38-40. 
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existing at one and the same time throughout the area examined is at once evident. 
This simultaneous survey of a farge area is impossible for a staff of five men, but 
the results in Table G were all obtained in the first II dfiys 9f the. work-from 
December nth to the 21st, 1917-during an attempt to discover quickly what species 
were present, and their relative distribution with regard to the estates shown in-Table D. 
As the chief object of the work was to determine the relative distribution of A. ludlowi 
and A. umbrosus, the search was divided into two parts: (1) open pool~ and drains 
round coaly lines (1) and houses, which are the likely sources ot A. ludlowi, and (2) 
the nearest strip of jungle or secondary growth, which is the. probable. haunt of 
A. umbrosus. This divisioq is also retained in the following table. 

TABLE G. 

Open Pools and Drains round Cooly Lines 
· and Houses. 

Nearest Strip of Jungle or secondary 
powth. 

Locality, 

,Species. Times Remarks, ~T~ Remarks. found. found. 

llagan Datoh Vii· A.ludlowi 7 - The nearest jungle was on Bagan Datoh 
!age. Estate (se~ below). 

Bagan Datoh Es- A.ludlowi 17 - umbrosus 7 (U 2) Strip of man· 
tate (Lower A. vagus 7 grove jungle 
Division). along river. 

Spynie Estate ... A.ludlowi 4 
umbrosus 1 Pool covered umbrosus 8 (U t) Mangrove 

with COCO• A. lud/owi 2 jungle with 
nut leaves. A. lftt(()Sp,~y- nipah palms. 

rus (Type 2) 2 
A. aurirostris 2 

Strathmashie , Es· A.lud/owi 6 - umbrosus 2 Drains on 
tate. A. VQ!,."'IS 8 edge of 

mangrove, 

1\lelentang Estate A. IJyr<'almS 3 
umbrosus I (U 1) Reedy drain. umbrosus 4(U 2) . -

Berembang Pan· A. IJyr<'allus I7 - umbrosus 3 (B' 2) Secondary 
jang Estate A. tesse/tatus 7 A, kyrcames 3 jungle be· 

A. tessellatus 3 side river. 
• 

Rebana Estate ... A. vagus 36 - umbrosus 10 -
A. kocM 5 (U 2, S 3' 
A. ltyrcanus 4, 
A. leumphy· 
· rus (Type I) 1 
A. tessellalus 1 

Cmbrosus refers to umbrosus·like larvae,' When the actual species was determined, hy the hatching 
out of adults, to be either A. umbrosus or A. separatus, this is shown by the symbol U and S respectively. 
The number of adults on which the identification depends is shown adjacent, thus (S J) means that from 

. the places in question three adults of A. separatus were bred out .. These symbols will be used throughout 
the rest of the report when umbrosus-like larvae are mentioned, 

7.-RELATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF A. ludlowi TO THE AREA AFFECTED; 

It will be seen by comparing Table G with Table D that the area occupied 'by 
A. ludlowi is included within the area affected the outbreak, but that it is not 

(I) Cooly lines=labourers' barracks. 
6 
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.so extensive. Thus A. ludlowi was not obtained higher up the river than Strathmashie, 
while Table D shows that Melentang, the next estate up-river, was aft'ected by the 
outbreak. Its frequency falls off in passing up-river in very much the same way that 
the severity of the outbreak did, thus :-

.Bagan Datoh village 7 out of 7 places = 
Bagan Datoh Estate (Lower Division) I7 , 24 , 
Spynie Estate 4 , 5 , 
Strathmashie Estate 6 , 14 , -
Meleritang Estate (probably affected, 

see spleen rates) ... 0 , 4 , 
Berembang Panjang Estate (probably 

not affected) o , 24 , 

1 oo per cent. 
70·8 ,, 
So , 

42•9 " 

On the healthy control, Rebana Estate, which was very thoroughly examined, it 
1 

was not found in 47 breeding places, and here a typically fresh water fauna was 
'present consisting of A. vagus, A. koclli, A. tessellatus, A. leucosphyrus, A. ltyrcanus, 
. A. umb.rosus and A. separatus. · 

. 8.-RELATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF A. umbrosus TO THE AREA AFFECTED. 

Table G shows that umbrosus-like larvae were found universally throughout the 
district in their appropriate breeding places, that is, jungle or secondary growth; and 
they were also commonly found outside their usual breeding places, in open drains 
and pools. Their distribution was very much wider than the area affected by the1 

outbreak, and they were found ten times on Rebana, the estate up-river which was 
not affected by the outbreak. · 

They were also found at the following places which are in the district, but which 
have no bearing on a study of the outbreak on the banks of the river :

Telok Tiga village (3 times, U 2 ). 

Arcadia Estate (4 7 times, U 3, 824); 
·Kayan village (47 times, U 24, S6). 
Pasir Blanda village (twice, Ur). 
Sungei Burong village (3 times). 
Rungkup ~illage ~wice). 
Sungei Lanchang village (once). 
Bagan Pasir village (once, Sr). 
U tan Melentang village ( 7 times, U 2 ). 

Telok Bharu Forest Reserve (once) .. 

9.-RELATION OF THE OUTBREAK TO RAINFALL. 

Preceding the outbreak there had been three months of very dry weather in May, 
June and July. There was a consensus of opinion amongst the planters that there 
had never been such a prolonged period of dry weather since the district was opened, 
and this opinion is confirmed by the records. Not until 1913 is reached is a similar 
period found, when the monthly rainfalls for July to September were 4'37• 1•47, and 3·48 
inches respectively, \rhich is nearly as severe a drought as that experienced in I9I7· 
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The relation of the outureak to this period of dry weather. may be studied from the 
monthly rainfalls and the percentage monthly admissions to hospital on the various 
estates. Thes~ figures are shown in the following table. 

TABLE H. 

(1) RAINFALL IN INCHES FOR 1917• 

t· :., .: ..: li t :; ~ ~· ,; >. .. Jl " 
..c ..c 

E>tate. ~ :1 l ~ e e j c: :; 011 'II 

~ 
1'1 ~ :1 ::1 > " -~ < .... .... < u 0 . ~ . " 0 .... 

"" " z A Ul 

I 
Bagan Datoh ... 10·73 8·62 9•20 5•34 5•17 1•!2 I•IJ 6·81 8·01) 5·90 12•48 6·79 
Spynie ... ... 10•46 6·39 6·35 9-49 5•30 _2•42 I•OZ 8·46 7•22 4'79 10•12 3•62 
Strathmasbie ... 9•80 6·96 9·16 7·29 4•24 1•40 2•87 10·64 8·39 3·20 9·06 4·51 
Melentang ... 9·88 7·06 6·79 8·26 3·79 1•55 3·28 10·81 8·28 4·03 6·85 not ob· 

tained 
Rebana ... ... 12•14 13'76 9·93 s·82 3·62 3'44 4'43 6·80 J-46 3•21 6·44 7·0 

· Dry weather, 
.. 

(2) PERCENTAGE MoNTHLY ADMISSION TO HosPITAL FOR 1917. 

! 
Bagan Datoh ... 9•2 8·5 8·9 10•1 8·2 I5•5t 18·6 34·6 47·5 41•2 20•5 31•1 
Spynie ... ... 6•2 0·9 4•7 0•0 5-3 N 14'7t 12•5 14•4 20•5 22•7 17•9 
Strathmashie ... 10•7 8·2 7•8 lh5 11·0 9·8 IJ•9t 20•3 22•9 20•1 18•1 15•9 
Melentang ... .•• IJ•O 12•2 10•6. N 8·4 9•7 II•St n·s 13•4 12•0 7·5 9.'4 
Rebana ... ... N 3·6 4•2 4·6 3'7 5·s 5•1 6·7 5'5 5·8 6·95 7'7 

The start of the outbreak is marked by t. 

The. table shows that the dry weather was experienced generally all over the 
district during May, June and July: The outbreak started at Bagan Datoh in June, 
at Spynie in July and at Strathmashie slightly in July but much more markedly in 
August. The outbreak is also seen to decrease from September, after the relatively 
high rainfalls of August and September. This relationship between the outbreak and 
the rainfall probably has an important bearing on the causation of the outbreak a~d is 
therefore demonstrated graphically by oomparing the admission rates of three esmtes 
with the average rainfall of those three estates in the form of curves. • 

Tlt~ curves. are built up from the figures in Table H, but the estates are chosen 
to show the relationship best; they are :-

Bagan Datoh Estate-mouth of the river. 
Strathmashie Estate-s miles up-river. 
Rebana Estate-IS miles from the mouth .. 

All the points previously referred to are seen on the chart:-:
( 1) Rebana is not affected by the outbreak. 
(2) Bagan Datoh was affected earlier and more severely than Strathmashie. 
(s) The fall in the rainfall curve precedes the rise in the outbreak curves by 

two or three months. 
(4) The outbreak begins to decrease a month. after the high rainfaJl of August. 
(5) The second smaller rise on the Bagan Datoh curve seems to· be connected 

with the second fall in the rainfall curre, and is only represented by a flattening 
of the Strathmashie curve. · · 

6A 
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ro::--=.RELATION OF :THE DISTRIBUTION OF A. ludlowi TO RAINFALL. 

During the latter part of the work, certain places in the Rest-house garden at 
llagan Datoh, which had previously contained A. ludlowi, were found to contain 
mainly A.· vagus. This led to a re-survey of Bagan Datoh Estate (Lower Division) 
and the native-owned plantations below Bagan Datoh. There had been much rain . 
between the two surveys, and in comparing the rainfalls it is fortunate tl)at accurate 
rainfall statistics are available-those of Mr. Gillespie, the manager of Bagan Datoh 
Estate, who takes a personal interest in these records. 

Below is shown in tabular form the results of examining identical breeding places 
in December, 1917, and January, 1918. The rainfall for ten days previous to an 
examination is given as being the period during which the larvae taken at that examina-
tion would have been affecterl by the rainfall. · 

TABLE J. 

Comparison of the species found in December, 1917, with those found in January, 
1918, on Bagan Datoh Estate (Lower Division). 

Breeding Place. 
Species found on December 13th, ·Species found on January 16th, 
the rainfall during the previous the rainfall during the previous 
• 10 days b~ing 1'r7 inches. 10 days being 7'28 inches. 

Grassy edge of big drain used for transporting A.ludliJWt' A. hyrca~ms. 
·· · ·coco·nuts near manager's bungalow, · 
Similar place in big drain " ... ... A.ludlowi • A. ttmbroms. 

A. vagus. A. tessellatus. 
Small stagnant drain in plantation near office ... A./udlowi. A. vagus. 

A. vagus. A. lud!IJWl', 
Sm!!oll reedy drain near cattle shed ... ••!' A. /ttdlowi. A. vagus . 

A.vaflts. 
Small pool near wire fence of manager's bungalow A.lud/(}'(Qi,. No..!!:!:!!!!!:_ 
Pool in grass between office and manager's A. lttd!IJWl', A vaf1tS, 
· ·bungalow. A. wnbrosus. 
Mll£ldy pool near office ... . .. ... A. /udlowi • A. vagus. 
Small open pool in-plantation near office ... A.lud!O'IJ.~·. A.va,l{'1tS, 
Big muddy pool with stones and decaying leaves A.ludlowi. 

A. vagus, 
A. vagus. 

Large muddy pool near cattle shed ... ... A. lud!IJWi, A. vagus • 
A. vagus. 

Pool edged with grass near cattle shed ... A./udtowi. A.vagus . 
Large muddy pool in plantation near office ... A.lud/owi.. A.'l!a$11S, 
Muddy pool near cattle shed ... ... .... A. ludiiJWi, ~vagus. 

Cattle well in plantation ... ... . .. A. /ud/owi, A. va}rus. 
Muddy pool near office ... ... ... . .. A. !udiiJWt'. A. vagus • 
Open pool in swamp in plantation ... ... A. ludliJWi. A. va.trus. 
Stagnant. drain near office ... ... ... A. vagus • No larvae. 

From-the table it will be. seen that out of the seventeen places, A. ludlowi was 
found in si~t~n. onQecerpber 13th, but on January 16th, it was found only in one 
place. In this solitary place only one larva of A. ludlowi was found. It was a full· 
gr9wn ·larva, and although it was examined within four hours of collecting~ it was 
dead and covered by a mass of algae and unicellular organisltlS1 
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TABLE K. 

Comparison of the species found on December uth with those foWld on, January 
12th in the Rest-house garden at Bagan natoh v,illage. 

Species found on December Species found on January 
llreeding place, nth, the rai~fall during the 12th, the rainfall during the 

previous to days being N7 previous 10 days being 3·71 
inches. inches, 

~-
. . .. 

Pool near a heap of stones ... ... ... A.ludlowi. . . .A. vagr.s_. 

Pool in grass •... · A. lttdlowi. · .A. vagus. . . ... . .. ... . .. 
Pool in grass with clear water ... ... ... . A.ludlowi. 

i 
A. vagus· 
A. lttdlowi. 

H~re again the remarkable transition of species has occurred. The identification 
of A. ludlowi in January was based on a single specimen, whereas in 'December the 
identification of A. ludlowi was based on 30 specimens. 

TABLE L. 

eo'mparison of the species found on December 13th with those found on January 
I6th at the native-owned plantation half a mile down river from Bagan Datoh . . 

Species found on December Species found on January 
Breeding Places. 13th, the rainfall during the 1~th 1 the rainfall during the 

previous to days being N7. . previous 10 days being 7•28 
• inches, . ·.inches, . 

... 

Pool edged with grass n~ house ... ... .A. lui.lowi • .A.ludlowi • 

Pool edged with grasa near. bouse. ... ... ...( lttd!owi • . . A. ludlowl. 

Pool with decayed leaves ... ... . .. A.lttdlowi • Aolttdlowi. 

Pool In swamp with. decayed leaves ... ... ·:'A. iudtowi • A.'ludt'oW/. : 
.A.·kyrtaiiUS. 

Here. the transformation of species shown in Tables J and K dicr not occur. 
A. ludlowi was found in January in the same places as it·\vas found in December. 
It was as plentiful also, for 29 specimens were obtained in December anc\ 31 in 
January. · • 

I 

The best data on this subject were obtained ·on the south bank of the river, but 
the following observations sh~w that a simila"r change was taking place on. "the north 
bank:- · . 

Telok Tiga.-On December xSth, 2~. out of 26. specimens (84·~ per cent.) 
were A. ludloui, and on Deeember Jist, only 10 specimens out of 25 (40 per cent.) 
were A. ludlowi, and the species which had taken its place was A. vagtts, 

Spynie Estate.-On December 19th, 6 places breeding A. ludlowi with 39 
!>pecimens were obtained; on January 8th only one place was found, and only 
one full-grown larva arid one pupa of A. ludlowi were found in it. · 

Thest" re~ults show' that on Bagan Datoh Estate (Lower Division) and at Bagan 
Datoh \'illage A,lud!owi was hreedin~ extensh·ely in ,December, 19'17, ~hen there 
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was little rain; but that it was rarely. founu in January, 1918, when there was more 
rain, its place being taken by other species. 

At· the native-owned plantation, which was nearer the -mouth of the river than 
Ragan Datoh, this change in fauna did not oc~ur, and A. ludlowi was found just ::ts 
frequently when there was much rain as when there was little. 

n."...::_DisSECTION OF ADULT MosQUITos CAUGHT IN HousEs. 

By catching large numbers of adult insects and determining the proportion of 
each sp~des which showed malarial parasites, 'it was hoped to obtain evidence as to 
which species was causing the outbreak. The work \vas interrupted by illness at this 
point, as.was.-also the investigation of the salinity of the. waters. 

Twenty-one adults were caught and 13 of them were females. Xo infected 
specimen was obtained. 

The species caught were as follows :-. 
A. vagus, 4 females and 8 males.· 
A. lzyrcanus, 5 females. 
A. ludlowi, 2 females . 
. A. ~umbrosus, 2 females. 

u.-cA:u.s!iroN oF iliE. ouTBREAK.. 
(a) REASONS ~ FAVOUR OJ' REGARDING A, ludlowi AS THE CHIEF CAUSATIVE AGENT. 

·These may be tabulAted as shown below. 

Ou1break. A,ludlMvi. 

. (I) The area affected was at the mouth of the (I) This is the habitat of A.ludlowi . 
river. '. '" 

(2) Did. not, extend further than 9 miles up (2) The distribution of A.ludlowi was included 
nver • .. in this area but was not quite so 

extensive • . ... ' . . . 
(3) Two estates (1) ·just outside the affected (3) A. hullowi was not found on these estates. 
. area were examined as controls. 

(4) The' outbreak ·StBI'ted' earlier near the (4) This suggests that the causatire agent 
• mouth of the river than higher up spread up river from its mouth and 
. rive{. therefore was probably A. ludlowi . 

(S) .The severity of the outbreak diminished {S) The frequency of A.ludlowi fell oft in going · 
·in going up river from its mouth. up river in just the same way. 

(6) The outbreak occurred after an unusually (6J This by concentrating the ground water up 
· · · · severe period of dry 'Weather lasting river might render its salinity suitable 
... . ;pt:~onths. · for A. /udlowi to breed in .. 

' 

(7) The outbreak ceased with the onset of (7) In rainy weather A.lud/owi was observed 
.. .: · ~ains; · . · ! 

to disappear from pools· in which it was 
found in dry weather. 

(8)- .. 
I (8) A.ludlowi is the species which is probably 

.. 
I 

the most susceptible to malaria among 
the anophelines found, 

(1) Rebana and Berembang Panjang. 
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(b) REASONS AGAINST A. umbrusus BEING THE CHIEF CAUSE OF THE OUTBRE.AK.; 

These are as follows :-

(r) Its universal distriLution throughout the district which bore no special relation 
to the area affected by the outbreak. 

(2) The frequency with which it was found on Rebana Estate, which escaped the 
outLreak entire! y. · 

(3) The effect of rainfall. Little data was obtained with regard to A. ·umbrusus, 
Lut it was found on two occasions to have replaced A. ludluwi when the water had 
been freshened by abundant rain, whereas the outbreak ceased with the increase of 
rainfall. 

(4) Its low susceptibility to malaria as compared with A .. ~udl~wi . . 

(c) POSSIBILITY OF MORE THAN ONE SPECIES BEING ACTIV~. AS A CAUSE OF THE 

OUTBREAK.. · 

This question must always be kept in mind, as when an outbreak is started by a 
susceptiLle species like A. ludluwi, the proportion of infective persons may rise to a 
point at which relatively insusceptible species are likely to become infected. If in 
these circumstances the relat\vely insusceptible A. umbrusus were to become infected, 
considenible trouble ·might arise, as the latter insect is a large strong species with· 
probably a longer flight than the smaller species, and almost certainly a longer life .. 
The evidence. presented in this report shows no indication that any species other than·. 
A. ludluwi was responsible for the outbreak, but other data are available which seem 
to suggest, on epidemiological grounds, that A. umbrusu's may: become infected,· arid· 
carry on an outbreak in the manner suggested above. · · · 

From the reasons discussed above it may be concluded: 

(I) that A. ludluwi was the main cause of the outbreak_; 

(2) that it was enabled to travel up-river by' the increase of th~ salinity o( 
the water during the dry weather; · . -

(3) that the onset of the rains made the \vater. unsuitable for. A. ludluwi. to 
breed in and thereby stopped the outbreak. 

Much important work remains to be done on the question of. the salinity required 
by A. /udluwi in its breeding places, and on the distriuution of A. ludluw£ in relation 
to rainfall. The relative functions of A. ludluwi and A. umbrusus in the causation of· 
malaria in the coast districts is also a promising field of in\'estigation· 

I J.-SuGGESTIONS FOR THE REDUCTION OF MALARIA IN THE DISTRICT. 

(a) METHODS DIRECTED AGAINST INFECTION OF MOSQUITOS. 

The mosquitos, although they- can be reduced very greatly, will probably always 
he present in the district, and endeavour should be directed to lessening the chances 
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of their becoming infected ami therefore dangerous. The chief measures available 
are:-

(1) Stopp~1g local recruiting of labour. 

· Labourers. arriving direct from India are remarkably free from malarial infection 
for 1,726 arrivals at Port Swettenham gave a spleen rate of only 3·5 per cent. (1). 
Locally recruited labourers frequently come from estates on which maJaria is rife and 
are a soui:ce of danger when brought into a healthy district. ·In road or railway 
building the use of local gangs of labourers is inevitable, but an estate with a more 
stable labour force would be well advised to draw its labour from a source, as far as 
possible, free from malarial infection. 

(2) Stopping migratio11 of labour. 

On two of the. estates one division \Vas generally considered much healthier than 
the other, and it was customary to move a labourer convalescent from malaria to the 
healtl)y division to recuperate. This should be· stopped, as there is a grave danger of 
spreading the disease to the healthier division. Malaria is often more infective during 
convalescence than in the acute stage of the disease. 

(J) The sterilisation of gamete carriers. 

Malaria may wisely be regarded as an infectious disease, aml the catriers of 
infection ·may be isolated, treated, and so prevented from being a danger to the 
community. Dr. Qrme, the Health Officer of the district, is a strong advocate (2

) of 
this method of attacking malaria, and it is being carried out to some extent in the area. 

The .method depends on periodical blood examination of the population for the 
detection of gamete carriers .. These are taken to hospital, carefully prevented from 
h1fecting any mosquitos by being kept ·under nets, and are treated until their blood 
is free from gametes. At the same time all fever patients are vigorously treated, and 
are 'riot discharged from hospital until the blood is free from gametes. 

This method is very sound; but even under the most careful watching, some gamete 
carriers are sure to escape notice; and if suitable mosquitos are prevalent, there is just 
as much likeiihodd of infection occurring, as if there were few mosquitos and many 
gamete carriers to infect them. The method in question, therefore, is by itself 
inadequate, and ·should be combined with measures for the reduction of mosquitos. A 
disease 'with such a complex origin as that of malaria should be attacked in as many 
ways as possible. Single methods are doomed to partial success. 

(b) METHODS FQR REDUCING ANOPHELINE BREEDING. 

It may be impossible wholly to eliminate anopheline breeding in this uistrkt, 
because both A. ludlowi and A. umbrosus were obtained from the large main urains 
which are essential for the cheap transport of coco-nuts; but it would be possible to 
reduce the number very considerably. And by halving the number of mosquitos the 
chances against one becoming infected be~ome very much more than doubled. 

(1) Report of Uncinariasis Commission to the Orient, 1915-17. International Health Board, New 
York, page 66. • · 

\") Orme.. W. B. 1918. Indian Med. Gaz. Vol. LIII., No.8, pp. 292-7. 
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. Any work that is attempted should be thorough. A clean sweep of all brt!t!Jing 
places within 10 chains of the cooly lines is more valuable than a half-hearted attempt 
at dealing with the usually recommended 40 chains circle. A breeding place over· 
looked near the lines is quite sufficient to undo the benefit of extensive labour at a 

Jistance. 
. 

By intelligent searching for breeding places much e~pense would be . saved. · A 
labourer trained to recognise anopheline larvae, and incited lo work by a high wage 
or a bonus, will very likely save his salary in a short time by 'directing attention to 
(langerous places. 

(1) ,J/el!tods directed mai11ly against A. ludlowi. 

The evidence gi,·en in this repo1t indi~ates that A. ludlowi is the species to be 
chiefly guarded against, and that· precautions should be redoubled ~ dry weather. 

(a) liz small open pools:-A. ludlowi was most frequently found in these places. 
The pools were shallow and due to irregularities in the ground; they were often old 
crab holes or places where trees had been cut out. Of course, no extensive fillings can 
be undertaken in such fiat country, but with a little ingenuity much could be done to 
obliterate these pools. If the pools cannot be got rid of they shoul~ be well oiled.· 

(b) Small drains.-A. ludlowi was frequently found in the small superficial drains 
in the plantations. The wisest plan would be .to reduce the number of these drains 
Ly deepening. the large drains. Where this cannot be done, they should be kept 
scrupulously clean from weeds and debris and watched carefully. If breeding is 
found they should be oiled. 

(c) large drailzs.-These a~e indispensable. but they should be cleaned, and fr~d 
from all overhanging \'egetation, which affords protection to larvae. No floating debris 
should be allowed to collect in them, and they should be periodically flushed out by 
means of the water gates. Here again oiling might be carried out, but against this 
there is the local opinion that oil would have a bad effect on the coco-nuts. 

(d) Borrow pits along foot-paths.-A. ludlowi was found in these places. 
Contractors should be prohibited from digging pits to obtain the material requirerl for 
Luilding bunds and foot-paths. The material should be obtained from ditches which 
should be properly graded and provided with suitable outlets. Where these pits exist 
attempts might be made to convert them into drains. 

(e) Pits for bathing and cattle water supply.-These should be closed wherever 
possible. Where their retention is necessary, they should be kept clean and absolutely 
free from debris. They might be screened with advantage. Unauthorised digging 
for water should be stopped. · 

(f) When the limits of salinity required by A .. ludlowi ha,·e been determined, it 
',!lay be possible to devise some method of either diminishing or increasing the salinity 
so as to render the water unsuitable for A. ludlo·wi. It may also be possible to intro
duce an easy hydrometer test for indicating when the water is especially dangerous, 
and therefore when anti-mosquito measures should be carried out most vigorously. · 

7 
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(2) .JJcthods directed mainly agail~st J. umbrosus. 

Measures against this species may well be undertaken, as it is a pron:J carrier 
cf malaria, but these measures will probably .render the country more favourable to 
:l. ludlowi to breed in. Therefore, as A. ludlowi seems to be the more dangerous 
species, A. umbrosus should not be attacked, unless full precautions against A. ludlozd 
can also be undertaken. 

(a) jungle and secondary growtlz.-The surroundings of coaly lines should be 
drained and cleared to a distance of not less than 40 chains, or the lines should be 
removed to a cleared area. 

(b) Drains overgrown witlz ~egetation.-These should be kept quite clean, weeued, 
and open to the light. They should be oiled if necessary. 

(c) Peaty drains.-Umbrosus-like larvae were found very frequently in these 
drains. They should be kept clean from vegetation and debris. When a drain 
-collects water from jungle the possibility of short-circuiting it on the edge of the 
estate should be considered. This would prevent larvae of A. umbrosus, washed out 
from the jungle, from being carried down into the centre of the estate. 
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IIA.-1'\0TES ON THE RELATION OF ANOPHELINE BREEDING 
TO MANGROVE. 

I.-PROBLEM STATED. 

During the work at Bagan Datoh which forms the subject of the main report, the 
brge amount of mangrO\·e swamp in the district made it necessary to determine the 
t:Xtent to which anophelines bred in such places, and the opportunity \\~as taken to 
study the distribution of anophelines in mangrO\·e in the light of Dr. Stricklatid's 
ol,serrations (1) on this subject. 

2.--0BSERVATIONS. 

On the sea coast the observations fully confirm those of Dr. Stricklaild as to the 
absence of anopheline breeding in the mangro\·e. The following places were examined, 
proceeding from Xorth to South. · 

Tdok Tiga . • 

In the mangro,·e at the mouth of the ·rh·er nothing wa.s found until the ,-illage 
situated a quarter d a mile up the small river was reached, when A. lud!Md (eight 
places) and .-L umbrosus (three places, U 2) were found. 

· Pasir Blauda. 

A wry thorough search on: two occasions re,·ealed no breeding place in t~e 

mangron' nor in the open pools round the village near the mouth of the rh·er. 
The first breeding places encountered going inland were situated about half a 
mile from the coast, where A. ludlou·i (one place), A. umbrosus (two places, t1) 
and .-1. hyrcauus (two places) were found in pools alongside the bridle path. 

Srmgei Buroug. 

Orer 1 2 man-hours were spent searching the mangrO\·e at the mouth of the 
rh·er without result.· Anophelines were not met with until the ,-mage situated 
about three-quarters of a mile inland was reached, when .4 .• lryrcauus (six places) 
and umhrosus-like lan·ae (three places) ,\-ere found. 

Ruugkup. 

Here again a search at the mouth of the riwr produced no results, and the 
first breeding place was met with some half a mile inland, where umbrosus-like 
lan·ae were obtained in two pla~s. In the ,-mage itself, about three-quarters of 
a mile inland, :L h_rrcamts was found in I7 places. 

Srmgti la~tclia11g. 

About six man-hours were spent searching the mangrO\·e u·ithout result. 
At the ,-mage about a mile inland A. /uJlq-u.i (two places), A. umbrosus (one 
place e I) and J.. /tyrca/IIIS (se\·en places) were found. 

l"npublishl'd report which can. be referred to at the Bureau. Pages 466-171. 
s 
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To summarise these observations: on the sea coast a belt of mann-rore was founJ 
" 0 

t•) be free from anophelines. The width of this belt varied from a qu::uter of a mile at 
Telok Tiga to one mile at Sungei Lanchang, and after this belt was crossed the species 
found were A. ludlowi, A. umbrosus and A .• ltyrcanus. 

When the mangrove within the mouth of the rirer was examined, a verv different 
condition of affairs was found, however, and anophelines were encountered ri.ght inside 
the mangrove. The following are the observations on this subject : 

Cllinese village, half a mile below B_agall Datoh. 

In pools at the roots of mangrore and ferns. and in drains in dense shade, 
A .. umbfosus was found six times (U1) ~ . 

Bagan Datolz Estate (lower Divisio~t). 

In a strip of mangrove with scattered nipah palms about half a mile abore 
Bagan Datoh, A. umbrosus was found seven times (U 2 ). 

S p ynie Estate. 

• 

In mangrove jungle with nipah palms the following species ,,:ere found: 

A. umbrosus (eight times U1). 
A. ludlowi (twice). 
A. leucosphyrus, type z (twice). · 
A. aurirostris (twice) . 

Kayan Village. 

Where the mangrove had been cleared and nipah palms had been planted, 
A .. umbrosus (23 times,. Uz4) and A. aurirostris (six times) were found. 

Strathmasltie Estate. 

In a drain on the edge of mangrore umbrosus-like larrae were found twice. 

Thus in contrast with their absence from the mangrove on the sea coast, anophelines 
were frequently found in the mangrove on the river banks. The species found were 
A .. umbrosus (most comm()nly), A. ludlowi, A. leucosplzyrus, type 2, and ::1.. aurirostris. 
All the adults bred out from umbrosus-like larvae obtained in mangrove proved to be 
A. umbrosus~ A. separatus was not obtained in mangrove, although at Kayan it was 
obtained plentifully a quarter of a mile from the nipah plantation. The larvae were 
u~tially found in pools at the roots of mangrove and nipah palms, in drains, and in 
~>mall streams flowing through the jungle. Lan·ae were not obtained from the narrow 
dark tortuous crab-holes, although the \vater was sucked out from them and examined, 
but they were occasionally found in the conical basin-like pools made by .crabs . 

.).-CONCLUSIONS. 

The foregoing observations suggest that it is probably not the question of mangrove 
by i~self that go,·erns the presence or absence of anophelines, but the question of the 
salinity of the water. The observations, so far as they go, indicate that the belt of 
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mangrove and the belt of anopheline distribution cut each other in the estuary of the 
river at a certain point A, as shown in the diagram below, and this point possibly 
depends on the salinity of the water abO\·e and below it. 

SEA 

Stippled area indicates anopheline distribution. 

Shaded area indicates belt of mangrO\·e. 

A indicates point at which anophelines appear 
in the mangrove. 

Further work is needed on this subject and should be controlled by the examination 
of the salinity of the water from each breeding place. 


